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Re_p_QT..~-- o_f _Cc:is1,,1_l tanc y_ Serv 1 c~s 

APP nas organized a set of workshops for UNIDO staff during 
the months of August, September and October·. The purpose of the 
working sessions was to train UNIDO staff ir. the use of the MEPS 
(methodology for the assessment. programming and management of 
produ~tion and consumption systems) in the analysis and 
programming of different industrial sectors. 

This was done following the decision of tne Director General 
that UNIDO should progressively adopt a methodology for programme 
approach to project identification and formulation. 

I was hired as a consultant to cooperate with the 
organization of the workshops. 

The consultancy services were provided in two different 
periods: June -September and October - December of 1988. 

First Period 

From June to September the consultancy services put 
emphasis in the preparation of four different workshops for the 
application of ME?S to different industrial sectors. 

The workshops had the following general objectives: 

-to familiarize UNIOO staff in the use of a system approach 
to design of integrated sectoral programmes. 

-to train interdivisional groups in 
approach through specific cases. 

the application of the 

to ascertain the specific needs of UNIOO staff where the 
systems could be use useful and to elaborate recommendations on 
how the approach could be applied in UNIOO's work. 

The first series of workshops were carried out in August and 
September and the following indubtrial systems were considered: 

- ~eather industrial system (LIS). The case of Zimbabwe case 
was used during the workshop to facilitate and promote the 
discussion. 

Agrofood industries and related sutsectors. The case of 
Sudan was used during the won· shop to f ac 1 l 1 tate and prol""otP the 
discussion. 

Building materials/construction, in this worksho~s Lhe 
part1cipaticn cf DIO specialists in the suoject was very 1mportant 
and promotea active discussion. 

Pharmaceutical and biological, the discussion was promoted 
through the interesting participation of a DIC specialist 
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The total n~mber of participants were 25 staff. They were 
selected on the basis of their functions (Area programme officers) 
and industrial area of expertise (technical officers). 

Topics related to the women participation in the industry,1/ 
rehabilitation and pollution were considered during the four 
worksho~s. In the first workshop (leather industrial system) the 
three above subjects were particularly discussed. In the second 
(agrofcod industrial system) cnly the problem of the women in the 
industry was considered. And in the last two working sessions th~ 
industrial rehab11itaticr. and env1ronmer.~ in general were 
specia1lf conside~ed. 

The consultancy services included also the following tasks: 

Desk research on the above mentioned sectors in order to 
collect relevant information as a basis for the workshops. 

The preparation of basic material used during the working 
s~ssions (slides, charts, etc.) 

Cooperating with the APP staff in conducting the working 
sessions. 

Drawing up sector specific base diagrams (generic base 
diagram of leather indus~rial system (LIS) and the case of 
Ziribabwe; generic base diagram of agrofood industrial system 
(AFIS) and the case of Sudan; generic base diagram of animal feed 
system; generic base diagram of building materials system and 
generic base diagramm of pharmaceuticals and biologicals system.) 

The schedule of the workshops was made in connection with the 
availability of technical staff specialized in the above-mentioned 
sectors of industry. Due to the fact that not all staff were 
available during September, 2 workshops (building 
materials/construction and pharmaceutical and biologicals~ r.ad to 
be rescheduled for October, 1988. As a consequence a 3-month 
extension of consultancy services was required. 

Second Periocl_ 

This new per•od of consultancy services, besides of the two 
worksh~ps above mentioned, included the following tasks: 

Cooper~tion with APP staff in the preparation of a 
collection of guidelines for project and programme design based in 
the e~perience of the working sessions. 

t/ With the cooperation from Mrs. Pat Neu a consul~ant to the 
Unit for tht'? Intearat1on :Jf Wom-ar ~n Industri::\1 Oe'1elopmen•-. 
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On the basis of the experience of the workshops held in 
September/Gctober, a new set of wor~shops wa~ prepared focussing 
on agricultural mach~nery, fertilizer and pesticides, iron and 
steel. This new set should be carried out uuring the first months 
of 1989. 

The ~reparation of generic base diagrams for the above 
mentioned sectors were made in close collaboration with technical 
staff from D!O. 

Assisting APP in providing advice on the formulation of 
Morocco FIS project proposals whose impact on the country cou1d 
be enhanced with the use of the sectoral programme approach. 

In addition to the above mentioned tasks, the consultant has 
carried out different activities related to MEPS, such as: 

- Within the indicative programming exercise on the fisheries 
industrial system (FIS) of 8 West African countries be1or.ging to 
four different patterns of development, complete and revised the 
report of Sierra Leonean FIS. 

Assisting 
MEPS 1n Senegal, 
mentioned. 

consultants in the use of the computer to apply 
within the indicative prcgram~ing exercise above 

- Analysis and revision of Peruvian FIS final report in order 
to identify the main components of a sectoral programme. 

The analysis of the discussion generated during the four 
workshops allow me conclude the following: 

i) The programme approach is a powerful tool in the 
preparation for country missions. The country typologies and the 
indicative sectoral programme for groups of countries would 

• provide a important basis for the preparation of the missio~s. 

ii) The programme approach would be particularly useful in 
responding to lndividual country requests to develop or 
rehabilitate a given sector of industry. 

iii) The programme approach facilitate 
co-ordination between different agencies such as: 
and as a consequence would increase the impact of 
the host country. 

more effective 
FAO, UNDP, etc. 

the progra~me in 

Attached please 
during the workshops. 
are the followir.3: 

find the material prepared and distributed 
The main sections of the attached material 

- Background and justification of the workshops 
- Presentation of the system approach (MEPS). 
(Copies of the transparencies). 

Material distributed to the participants during the 
workshops 
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i) Guidance for ide~tification ~f projects ir agro-based 
industrial system in Mexico. 

1i) Materia1 of the Leather Industrial System (LIS). 
ii1) Guidanr.e for identification and design of projects. 

Presentation of the indust.rial Rehabilitation. Copies of 
the transparencies. 

- Report on the first series of four workshops . 



1. BACKGROUND ANC JUSTIFICAT;ON 



Internal Training on 
a Programme Approach to Project identification and formulatiqn 

1. Background 

Following discussions of a proposal at a meeting of the Executive 
Management Conmittee (EMC) in December 1987, the Director--General decided that 
UlfIDO should progressively adopt a programme approach to project 
identification and formulation, in addition to responding to individual 
technical assistance requests from developing countries.I/ 

Since that time, special meetings have been organized through the PRC 
Secretariat with donor countries in order to brief them on the sectoral 
programming approach; UNDP has been informed of this approach ..-hi ch lHH DO 
\lould use in relation to the forthcoming programming cycle; :? pro,',ram:n1• 
approach has been reflected in the Medium-Term Plan 1990-95. In addition, an 
in-house working group has been applying this approach to the fi::;herie::; 
industrial system in Guinea-Conakry and in a group of We::;t AfriL3n countries. 
The work on Guinea is scheduled for completion in November 1988; i~ ~omprises 
a programme of sP.veral technical assistance and industrial investment projects 
dPsigned to deve~op the fisheries industrial system as a whole. 

UNIDO has developed a comprehensive method to analyze and address to 
complement regular programming at the project level, indu::;trial development 
problems at specific sectoral or subsectoral levels through th·· application of 
a systems approach. 

Through the application of such an approach, it would be pos::;ible to 
1 design integrat~d technical assistance programmes, investment promvtion 

activities and the preparation of policy recommendations to the r.ovcrnl"1:.:11t5 
concerned. The advantages vould be two-fold: to increase the impac~ of 
UNIDO's actions in the developing countries and to augment the m<1hilization of 
financial resources from donor countries, UNDP in the next progr2r.li11ir.g cycle, 
and from other sources. 

II It is important to note that the proposed approach would not exclude 
UNIDO'~ response to individual requests from developing co11ntri"r.. 
Rather, it would he of a ::;upplemrntary nature. 
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A selection of sectorally integrated priority programmes vould learl to an 
increase of the capacity for development, approval and execution of 
projects. Sectorally integrated programmes would be fully responsive to the 
needs of many developing countries while taking account of the geographical 
and sectoral priorities that donor countries might have. 

The Director-General has decided that UHIDO staff should be familiar with 
the systems approach to programme and project design, so that it be 
increasingly employed in a concerted and coordinated effort by staff from 
different technical units. In consequence, an extensive tra1n1ng effort 
involving PPD, IO and IPCT staff should be undertaken in 1988 and 1989.Z/ 

Follo~ing the advice of the Oeputy Director-General, DPPD, a series of 
vorkshops on the subject of sectoral programme approach for PPD, IO and IPCT 
staff are being organized by PRA/APP. 

2. Objectives of the workshops 

- To familiarize UNIDO staff in the use of a systems approach to the 
rlesign of integrated sectoral progranunes. 

- To train interdivisional groups in the application of the approach 
through specific cases. 

3. Organization of the workshops 

3.1 Number of Work~hops 

The first series of four workshops will be carried out in August and 
September. The following industrial systems will be considered: 

a) Agrofood industries and related subsector~. 
b) Leather and leather products and textiles. 
c) Building materials/construction. 
d} Pharmaceuticals and biologicals. 

ZI Memoranda of the Director-General to DDG, DPPD, dated January 28 and March 
1, 1988. 
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4. Worl: plan for the workshop 

4.1 First day (9.00 - 12.30 h) 

4.1.1 Introduc~ion (9.00 - 9.15 h) 

4.1.2 Motivational Discussion (9.15 - 10.00 h) 

Sample questions to be used during the motivational discu:;sion: 

- What can be done to strengthen the capacity of UNIDO to design 
T.A. programmes? 

- Which UNIDO projects have had the greatest impact? What are the 
characteristics of these projects? Choose a project with which you 
are familiar and describe the characteristics vf this project which 
contributed to its impact. 

- Ho~ can UNIDO enhance its pos1t1on to attract financing from UNDP, 
Special P~rpose Donors and any other source? 

- What can UNIDO do to enhance the impact of its programming 
activities? 

- How does UNIDO, in cooperation with host country institutions, 
obtain base line data to be used when assessing the impact of it5 
activities? 

- As donor~ are accountable for the use of their funding, how can 
UNIDO sup~ort the information need5 ~f donor countries to 
demonstrate the impact of donor fun~ing to their constituencies? 

- What is unique &bout UNIDO's position in the analysis of 
industrial sectors? 

- Would it be possible for UNJDO to systematically develop 
integrated sectoral programmes and technical assistance projects, 
with the involvement of the developing countries concerned and of 
staff in various part5 of the orr,anization? How? 

4.1.3 Presentation of the Methodolop,y for Inter.rated Programme .md 
Project Desir,n. 

i) - Definition of "inter,ratf'd development" 

ff) - Explanation of the propo5f'd approach 
- The meaninr. and 11t:et: of a "hM:e diar,ram". 
- Prer.f'ntation of the hat:e diar.ramr. from t:om1~ llNJIJ'l projertt:. 
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- Assessment: 
- Prot,raDDing: 

4.1.5 Question and answer period ( 30 min) 

4.1.6 Written material on the method and examples ~ill be distributed to 
the participants. 

4.1.7 An explanation will be given of the exercise to be made by the 
group during the second day. "'.''.:: s exercise would be based o:i the 
analysis of industrial system c~ a given country. 

At this point the participants w:ald be requested to bring for the second 
day project concepts presently under design to be analyzed under the 
systems approach during the third session of the Workshop. 

4.2.l Introduction 

4.2.2 Presentation of an industrial system to be analyzed by tl.c group. 
It is hoped to use a different example for each workshop, such as 
agro-food, leather, texiles, building materials, pharmaceuticals •. 

4.2.3 Discussion 

The foll<wing points should be covered: 
a) Identify the main constraints and bottlenecks of the system (30 

min) 
b) Identify technical assistance needs in order to eliminate these 
constraints (30 min) 
c) Assess the present and potential contribution of women to the system 
under consideration. (30 min) 
d) Elaborate basis for the "terms of reference" for experts to be sent 
to the field for design or integrated technical a~sistance programmes. 
Examples of TOR would be provided before discussing thic point. (1 h) 

(Written material will be given to the participants). 

a) Discussion of participants' own projects which are now still in the 
formulation stage and which mir,ht benefit from the application of an 
inter.rated programming approach. Participants who wish to discuss 
their project conrepts ~hould makr thrm available to the workshop 
orr,anizrrs rl•1rinr. the second day of thr '..10rkshop. 
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b) Some questions will be asked such as: 
- Do you agree wi~h an integrated approach? Why? 
- What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages cf the 
proposed approach? 
- Are you going to use this approach in your job in the future? 
c) Exploration of areas of informal interdivisional of cooperation 
in the design and implementation of the systems programme approach 
during the post workshop period. 
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Internal Traini~g on ~ Programme Approach 
to Project Identification and Formulation 

w.>rkshop No.I: 31 August - 2 September 1988 from 0900 - 1230 Hr~. 

Mr. J. Buljan, IO/T/AGRO 
Mr. A. Hasnain, PPD/AREA/AFR 
Mr. A. Huhtala, PPD/AREA/LDC 
Ms. G. Zahniser, PPD/SPA/WOMEN 
Mr. A. Volodin, I PCT/CONSULT 
Ms. M. Pokane, PPD/AREA/LDG 

W =~o=r=ks=h=o"""'p"'--'N'"'o~·~2~='-~1~4_--=-l 6~ Sept ember 19 8 8 , from 09 00 - 12 30 Hrs ._ 

Mr. u. Antinori, IO/T/AGRO 
Mr. s. Miranda de Gruz, 10/T/AGRO 
Mr. B. Galat, IO/T/AGRO 
Mr. H. Koenig, IO/T/AGRO 
Ms. J. Jensen, PPD/AREA/LDG 
Ms. M.A. Martin, PPD/AREA/LDG 
Mr. A. Miklovicz, I PCT/CONSULT 
Mr. M. Gonbert, IPGT/II 

-~---=-}_October 198~4 from 09 .OQ :-: _li)o !lrs. 

Mr. N. Bierinr,, I 0 IT I GllF:M 
Mr. F. Richard, IO/II S/PLAN 
Ms. G. Williams, PPD/ARF:A/LAC 
Ms. J. Orlowski, PPD/ARF:A/AP 
Mr. K. Bill and, PPD/ ARF:A/ Af'R 
Ms. K. r,iebl, PPD/ ARf:A/ ARAU 
Ms. A. Man::;•1r, PPD/ARf:A/AP 
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Workshop No~·~4~:~~--'1~7'-----19 October from 0900 to 1230 Hrs. 

Ms. M. Quintero, 10/T/CHEM 
Mr. Z. Csizer, 10/T/CHEM 
Mr. J.L. Ortiz, PPD/AREA/LAC 
Ms. A. Melajarvi, PPD/AREA/AP 
Mr. I. Djibo, PPD/SPA/COOP/STF 
Mr. J.M. de Caldas Lima, IPCT/DTT/TEC 
Mr. H. Al-Hafedh, PPD/AREA/ARAB 

Place: The workshops will take place in D-1879 



2. PRESENTATION OF THE S¥STEM APPROACH IMEPSl 



INTERNAL TRAINING ON A 
PROGRAMME APPROACH TO 
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION 
AND FORMULATION 

' 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 



OBJECTIVES OF THE 
vVORKSHOP 

11 To familiarize UNIDO 
staff in the t1se of a 
systems approach to the 
design of integrated 
sectoral programmes. 

11 To train 
interdivisional groups 
in the application of 
the approach Lbrough 
specific case~. 

' 
' ' ' 



Motivatio11al QuestJions 

1. What car1 be do11e to 
stre11gtl1e11 tl1e capacity of 
UNIDO to desig11 T. A_. 
progra111111es? 

2. V\'hat ca11 UNIDO do to 
enl1a11ce tl1e i111pact of its 
progra111n1i11g activities? 

3. Hov\r can lJNIDO enha11ce 
its positior1 to attract 
fi11anci11g fron1 LINDP, 
Sp e c i a 1 JJ ' t r l} o s P. D () r1 o rs a ri d 
a r1 v o t 11 er sol l r c e? 

I' 



Developing countries 

UNIDO 

are interested in 

-increased impact of UNIDO activities 
on industrial development 

-enhanced capacity of UNIDO for 
projects implementation 

-greater amounts of financial 
resources mobilized 



Can UNIDO achieve t,l1ese objectives 
throl-1g h ir1d i vid l_!.al llI1.r·e la·te d projects'!' 

• • 



The success of technical assistance projects 

should be measured not only by the achievement of 

their immed,ate objectives but by the impact 

produced on the development of the industrial 

sector in the country. 

The technical soundness of a project, while 

necessary, is not a sufficient condition to ensure 

that a project is likely to have a significant 

impact on a country's industrial development. 



l-\ technical assistance project 

shou!d fulfill the followinq _, 

conditions to ensure significant 
• I · n-· .~ o (-. +- • I ; I I l • r-· __, - . 

-should be related to the sector -
s~cific needs and government's 

• I I pn<.,. all0S 

-should be properly located 
in the instltutional framework 
of the sector 

-should be compatible wtth other 
related ongoing projects. 



One way to design projects that fulfill 

these condttions is through the use 

of a programme approach . 



What is a Prograinine? 



A Program1ne is : 

- a set of Technical 
Assistance Projects 

- a set of related 
Investment Projects 

- a set of related Policies 



Activity/ 
Pro~ccts 

Technical 
Assist.:ince 

Training 

lnvestr:ient 

Technical 
Assistance 

Composite Flour Programme 
- Bolivia -

Description Approxiu.ate costs/ 
Investment Required 
(000 US$ 

Coordination and harmonization of 
production programmes 

Promotion and information systems for the 

150 

new flours 60 

Training of bakers and pasta manufacturers 64C 

Improved wheat seed production l,000 

Increase production local wheat 

Increase oroduction of yellow 
corn 

Additional equipment for 
existing wheat mills 

i~dification of oilseed plant for the 
m.1nufacture of soybean meal f cr human 
consumption 

Expansion of the cornfl0ur plant 

Standardization of methods of Quality 
control of composite flours 

Composite flours research and deve:opment 
(agricultural and agroindustrial) 

Economic feasibility analyses 

Ufects of the PL480 on ... he proposed 
programme 

15,700 

10,700 

350 

450 

7,440 

so 

25 

3 



• • 
A Resume of Policies Required for the Implementation of the Composite Flours Program in One Andean ~act Country (Bolivia) 

Sys tees 
co:':lponen t 

Production 

Prices and 
subsidies 

Goverm:1en t 's 
fiscal policy 

Credit 

Technological 
factors 

Coordination 

~::i. ::-t;.e:. ::..ng 

Investments 

Agricultural component 

Quotas to ensure adequate 
supply of corn for the 
CF program. 

A minimum reference price 
should be set (a minimum 
~arkup over costs of 9.6%.) 

~orking capital require
ments t:S$4.6 

Tecl.nical assistance 
to the wheat and corn 
crops to raise techno
logical level from "tradi
tional" to semil!'.echanized. 

The state should r.~intain 
stable reference prices 
for 1.o.'heat via buffer 
stock sales and purchases. 

Secure Investments as 
required by the production 
programmes 

Agroindustrial 

Standards for raw materials 
and final products for the 
different CF. 

Price of CF to be set at 
that of imported wheat. 
Subsidy required million 
d0llars (see below). 

Tariffs on agricultural 
machinery and milling 
equipment to be eliminated. 

~orking capital for corn 
flour production 
US$2. 7 million 

Continuously adjust technolo
gj es for soy flour and 
composite flours. 

Imports to be allowed 
when required. 

Secure invest~ents as 
required by programmes 

Consumption 

Increase demand for 
CF for bakers 

The system 

A quota system should be 
implemented for th~ distri
bution of the CF to the 
wheat mills. 

A continuous dialogue among 
the various economic agents 
of the system (prices and 
production levels) 

Government rr.onitoring of 
investments and related 
activities. 



This programming could ensure the compatibility of projects and 

increase potential impact by design projects that simultaneously 

-

-solve all the most critical problems affecting a given industrial 

sector 

• • 



A Programrr1e a1)proacl1 to 
project f orrnulation and 
identification provides an 
analytic framework for the 
integration of women in 
industry 



To design programmes effectively an analysis of 

the structure of an industrial sector is required 

• • 



This analysis can be 

best made using a 

• 
system approach 



Definition of a system: 

An i11dustrial system coITlprises 
one en.ti1·e sector oI· several 
interlinked sectors/ subseclors. 

An industrial system is composed ot 

- A set of production and 
consumption components 

- An instttutional framework 

- A policy framework . 

'1'1-h (~ coin J)Ol1f~rl Ls of tl1c systerr1 
ar(~ l1igl1ly in tcrde1)er1cl(~r1t 



Within this approach, the objective is the integrated 
development of an industrial system . This is understood as 
the harmonious balanced development of an entire system 

including all its production and consumption components . 

• e 
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The necesstty of integrated development 
is seen in the fact that any change in one 

component of a system tends to modify 

the whole system, in different ways and 

magnitudes; therefore developmental 

activities must consider the system 

as a whole and not only 

individual components . 



The integrated development of 

an industrial systelll I'equires 

programmes rather than 

i11dividual unrelated projects • 



Sectoral St11dies has developed 
a coIIlprehensive app1·oach 
for analyzing ind us trial secto1~s 

and f orrnt1latir1g integrated 
developIIlent programmes 



APP has identified the 
possibility of applying this 
approach to improve projects 
and increase their 
potential iinpact 



The proposed SY~TE~1 APPROACH 
requires the f ollo\tVi11g activities: 



- ·-• 'Co~ • '·-··. ~=-· -··· 

Operational sequence tor a hypotbeti~al application 

Definition of objectives 

Background infon:iation 

Data collect.ion 

Base schei:ie design 

Silllple disaggrefation 

ftructural disat;[r~fa~ion 

Data validation 

Search for orticn~ 

felection of feas1ble 
alternetives 

Simulation 

Dat.A. valide~ir :1 

i'.icrc----+ + 

+ 
+ 

Introduction of OP~ 
ortion!, 

I ___ _ 
~ Sclrction 

no 



TABLE 

OBJECTIVES 
VARIABLES 

i) Production growth 

ii) More equal 
lncon1e Distribution 

iii) Employment increase 

iv) Improvement of 
trade balance 

v) Improvement of 
fiscal account 

vi) Increased fulfillment 
of minimum nutritional 
requirements in 
low income 
population group~ 

I 

NDICATORS 

i) Value added or 
physical production 

ii) Factor share among 
salaries, taxes, profits 
and interests. 

iii) Job creation 

iv) Trade balance 

v) Fiscal balance 

vi) Calories/per capita, 
protein/per capita in 
low income f omilies 



COMPOSITE FLOURS 
Objectives (Bolivia) 

- Reduce dependency on imported foods 

- Promote agro~ndustrial development 

- Improve levels of capacity utilization in 
the agroindustrial sector 

- Reduce foreign exchange 
requirements 

- F acilltate the tranf er of technologies to 
the agroindustrial sector 



DEFINE OBJECTIVES 
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DESIGN BASE DIAGRAi\1 



A "BASE DIAGRAM" 
is a scl1e111atic 
representation 
of a s31ste111 

It sl1 O"\\Ts: 

- the components 
- tl1e li11l{ages 

bet,veen them 
- the policies that 

influence their 
behaviour 

It clef i r1 e s t 1-1 f~ 11 C) '1 r1 d a r i e s C) f 

t 11 e s .)' s t < ~ I r i 
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L\SSESS PRESENT STATUS OF 
. THE SYSTEM 



The assessil1ent requires ... 

- the a11alysis of the relative 
importance of each component 
i11 tl1e light of governme11t 
objectives; 

- the identification of 
"\veaknesses in the different 
components and their 
linkages tl1at l1inder the 
attainn1ent of government 
objectives 



·-

This stage is carried ot1t throt1gh 

DISAGGREGi\TION 

This correspon(ls to Ll1e t1sual 
diagrrosis stage. It is applied 
to all the compor1ents of the 
systelll. 



Tl1e disaggragatio11 stage 
covers: 

- Tl1e const1111ptio11 
con1 po11e11 t 

- The prodt1ctive eornpor1er1ts 

- The qua11tificatio11 a11d 
representatio11 0f tl1e sytem 

- The institutional framelfvork 

- The types of marl<et which 
make up the system 



The disaggregatio11 stage 
allows: 

- to defi11e 111ore precisel31 

the operati\7e structu1"e 
of tl1e syster11 
( c0Inpo11e11ts, linkages, 
etc.) 

- to describe tl1e 1nain 
features of each 
cornpor1erlt arid their 
behaviour in the recent 
past. 
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FIGURE N2 7 -
BASE SCHEME OF THE AGENTS OF THE PRODUCTION ANC CONSUMPTION SYSTEM OF OILS ANC FATS 
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IDENTIFY BOTTijENEC~KS AND 
I11PERFEC'TIONS 

• 

• 



• 

• 

ASSESSMENT: 

Constraints and Bottlenecl(s 
in Oils and Fats Systelll i11 

Peru 

• (JI i g op o Ii st i c not u re of ind us try 

- High concentration indices 

- Ba rr i er s to entry 

- 88% of the rno rket control! eo 
by 3 c o r~i (J lorn er o t es 

• Instability of supply of local row 
n1oterial 

- High level of external 
dependenry of row moterin! 

• r·- x-. r (l c C' c . (j r " i i ( . : t \.1' .. _,,,/,),)/,,I, 



• 

IDENTIFY TECHNIC.:\L i\\I) 

ECONOMIC OPTIONS FOR 1~.:\Cli 
------ - -- . ·---- . 

C~011PONENT 
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I.Jentiric~tion of t.c.:clinologicnl nlteruutiveo 

T~chnical cvalu~tion und pre-uelcction or ulternutivea 

rr~-rcuuibility utuJy of pre-aelocted ulternativeu 

Evalulltion of the 11oeoibili tice of introduo ing technoloRical 
al tcrnlltivca into tl1e production and conoumpt.ion ayotem 

Evaluation or the effectu 
producud by thd technology 
at macro and ~icro levele 

Poeoi\>le reuulta 

Micro Macro 
+ + 
+ ---------·-----+ 

Simulation change& in 
avllilablo econoanic polic 
in11trurnent1 

Evaluation 

• Pro,\ cc t euapend 
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F' 

H 
•J •I Feaaibility otudy 
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$turt-up or 
th 



Design develop1ne11t strategies 
vvi tl1 y· i a lJ 1 e o iJ ti o 11 s 

• 
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Diagram 6. Baae achema for the wlient flour production-consumption 11y11tep1; 
alternatives l and 11 
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The most acceptable strategy would be the 
one that best fulfills the objectives 
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PROGRA~1I~1ING THE INTEC;RATED 
DE\?EI..OI)~JENT (JF THE 
ALrff~}(I\1\ TI\;E SYSTE~1 

--------- - --------~-----



I' A a in 

Constraints 

• 
Preferred 

Options 
----- -------- -- -- ·- --- ----------

- Low availability I. IV 

of funds 

- High fiscal deficit IV 

- Land availability I tm 

e 

(Lower additional funds, 
less investment) 

(Decrease government 
costs and 
exchange demand) 

(Locally grown wheat 
is not required) 



Integrated development 
progranunes would allow 
UNIDO to off er Go\1er11111er1ts: 

Packages of: 

- Technical assistance 
projects 

- Investment promotion 
activities 

- Policy advice 



Informal micro- and small 
scale enterprises are the • 
sector of the econo111y in 
which the majority of women 
in the labour force 

Are already active 

And it provides an easy 
entrance point for absorbing 
wo1nen displaced from 
agriculture 



The small scale enterprise sector plays a 
vltal role in: 

- Supplying goods and services 

- Generating income 

- Providing employment • 



Within sectoral programme planning intended 
benficiaries should be identified by: 

* Gender 

* Income level 

:t Regional Location 

So that an assessment of the impact of 
the proposed UNIDO Prgiamme can be made 

• 

• 



Vvitl1 the s31ste111 cle,:elop111e11t 
pro gr a111111e tl1 e a c l1i e\· e i11 e11 t 
of the f ollo1vi11g t.l1ree 111a,jor 
objecti,1es is atte111ptecl: 

I tl1 o s e re ] cl l i r1 g to f i rt a l 
'-

d e111a11 cl for clef i11 e cl .go (J els 
'--

• those of tl1e \'ctriotts 
prorll1cers ancl eco110111ics 
ager1ts* i11\10l\1 ed i11 tl1e 

s3Tste111 or lir1l(ed 1ritr1 it 

I arid the national and/ or 
regior1al social r1r1cl 
e c o ll o r11 i c rl e ': e l o }J 111 e 11 t 
object,jves. 
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COONTRY REPORT FOR ZIMBABWE 

I. IN!IVDUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Regional Meeting on the Leather and :..e.;"..!1er Products Industry in 

Africa, held fran 12-15 January 1987 in Alexau..:r;_a, Egypt, foe.used on the 

constraints and shortccmings experienced in the African leather industry as a 

whole and emphasized the need as a first priority :nieasure to upgrade the 

quality of raw hides and skins and to improve the collection syste::s. 

In r:he follo_.i~ the proposec scheme \Oas presente-i ::o the First Session 

of the FAO Inte rgove r=e nt al Sub-Croup on Hides and Skins, convened in Rcce, 

21-23 January 1987 and \O."lS as such \ore leaned and accepted. For the 

Imp lenentat ion of the integrar:ed sec tori.al imp rove.me nr: sche&1e m.-roo \o'3. s 

entrusted to seek r:he re qui red funds. It was agreed, after recei.v1ng the 

appr-oval and support of many African countries, that eighr: English ar.d eight 

French speaking col'nt ries should be grouped under the envisaged cmbre lla 

project. 

To assess the exact needs and to define the required inputs in relation 

to the ~~isting sectorial infras~ructure of the selected ~ountries as well as 

to qua::it ify r:he re$pective cooperation expecr:ed from these countries the 

Preparatory Assistance for the Regional Hides and Skins, Leather and !.eather 

Products Improvement Scheme start<:<! 1Jith the recruitment of the Senior Leather 

Industry Expert on l October 1987 for a period of four monr:h.·. The expert -as 

first briefed i.n Vienna from 1-7 October and from 8-9 October in Rane before 

leaving for the field. On 21 December the expert 1Jas debriefed in Rane and in 

the follo1Jing assisted in the preparation of the draft docunents for the 

participating countries and for- the region at UNIDO in Vienna. 

EXPLANATORY Nargs 

During thP m1ss1on of th•~ con:;1iltant to Zimhab1Je, the official value of 

th~ Z irob.1b1J·~ r:11rr••nc; IJ.1': Doi J.1 r l.fi'.i = US SI.00. 
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II. SUMMARY 

Zi.nbabwe features one of the best developed leather and leather product 

industries in Africa. A sound and rel;rtively high quality raw material forms 

the basis of this fast growing sector. The majority of hides and skins 

produced orginate from controlled slaughter houses where workmanship, hygiene 

conditions and curing are excellent, although pre-mortem defects are evident. 

Most of the tanneries are comprised of large units and have interests in shoe 

factories. The footwear factories are modernly equipped and in one case even 

cauputerized. ilith regards to the leather goods manufacture there are many 

smaller and med iun sized units throughout 

deman!s and export, particular articles 

Except for the abattoirs the public has no 

the country catering to dauest ic • 

cede frora exotic leather an:i skins. 

o--nership in the leather se..:tor 

industries. In spite of the good industrial perfomance witnessed the need to 

improve the raw material quality in rural areas is most evident. There: ere 

the envisaged project will focus mainly on the i~rovanent of ra...- hi.:ies atli 

skins in the caumunal trust lands where assistance is cost needed. 

• 



• 
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Ill. FINDir«;S 

A. Raw Material 

Livestock is reared in ccmmerc ial and canmunal areas. The caumercial 

areas are comprised of ranches supporting up to 30,000 head of cattle mostly 

privately owned and well organized. Sane of the large ranches are also O'--ned 

and managed by the Cold Storage COO!lilission (CSC) 

1. Livestock Po?ulat ion l 9S3-8b. 

Year Catt le ~ Goat Donkev 

Ccmmerc ial Area 83-84 2 ,071, 232* 146. 89 3 21,434 n/a 

84-85 l • 89 3' 3 2 / ** 123,839 16,061 n/a 

85-86 1, 91 l. 500*"*-;.- n/a n/a n/a 

of ·.1hich are dairy cows: * 112,301 

** 110. 690 

*** 111,500 

Communal Area 83-84 3, 087' 003 259,671 1,408,'>27 223,352 

84-85 3. 230, 9 34 410, 8L. 8 1,513,454 229, 116 

85-86 3,452,150 '30, OS 2 1, 860, 318 277. 877 

Small Scale 

Farming 83-84 196,007 24. 654 57' 187 5. 69 3 

84-85 215,861 19,667 40, 365 4,632 

85-86 213. 788 22. 989 48,914 5. 181 

Resettlement 83-84 146. 8') 2 6. 322 36 I 845 8 ,286 

84-85 1 78, J2S 10. 8 30 50,527 8. 226 

85-86 20 3. 'Vi'· 13, 11+2 56. 154 7 , ll ls 
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Total: 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 -

Cattle 5.501.143 5.518.447 5. !81. 392 

Sheep 437.540 565, 184 366, 183 

Goat 1,524,093 l, 620 ,407 1, 965. 386 

Donkey 237,331 241,974 290,673 

Source: Cold Storage Commission. It 1.s estimated that Z i.mbabwe could carry 

6.5 miltion head of cattle on a sustained basis and given the application of 

kno"'n technology annual production could reach over 900,000 he.ad. 

2. Hides and Skins Production. 

1980 

l '181 

1982 

1983 

1984 

Cattle ~ Go.::.:: s 

<2>csc Kill National Kill ( 1) (3) 

455,200 509. 400 64, 701.J 6,:..00 

350, 300 425. 700 54,900 5, :1J(J 

450. 400 527' 100 41, 100 L., <;Ou 

457,300 529,800 ti2 '900 s • .:.Ju 

431,500 509. 100 53,600 4, itjO 

Note: (1) Excludes slaughtering for subsi:;::ance :..;-i ca::::iu:-.. 1: ::r•'..15 

(2) Includes detained and concie:med 

(3) Exe ludes farm sla•~hter 

The record was reached in 1977 with 711,400 heads of cac:tl•! slau;;htert?d. 

The figures above indicate that the majority of goats are slaught~t"ed within 

the canmunal farming areas. The CS: purchase of cattle from ccr.:c;unal farming 

areas for the period 1982-87 ~~re as follows: 

Year Offered W/Drawn Bo•~ht (CSC) Bought ( oth~ :-s) 

982 90,550 13, 977 59. 2 72 17,301 

1983 l 20, 1 77 34, 585 63, 352 l 7 '240 

1984 102' 102 22,549 1)5. 106 l '•' 44 7 

l 98 5 '·'·. 765 7' 001 18, 17fi l '!, :, 1S 

I '181i 61,1'>7 7,987 1.' ,t.21) l 'j • 7 <) ') 

! 'ill; I 25, 0) I It, , /')0 "';,li'il :''J, I !CJ 

• 

• 
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The role of the CS: as the most important supplier of cattle hides to the 

local tanning industry exhibited ir the following table. 

J. CSC Hide Sales - Local and Export. 

Year Average Price 

c/kg 

Local Tanners/Merchants Export Sales Value 

1982 70.4 

1983 80.6 

1984 134 .8 

1985 168 .2 

1986 170.9 

(pieces) 

1 ~Q : I '· 
-.J .I, ....... 

295,835 

322, 26 3 

3G3,115 

167,191 

(pieces) 

i. ?'?' 350 

198, 750 

i.25,000 

131, 100 

9t.., 700 

t'OOO 

(f.o.r.) 

7 ,900 

9, 35 2 

14,654 

17'022 

13,547 

It lS believed that the increasi.r!g local de::;and of :-a1o1 material •.;ill have 

an i:npact on the export of salted rai;;.; h i<!es fr= 1988 on\.'3 :-cis. The export of 

this cancodity i.n spite of the valuable :o:-ei.gr! exchange earnings ;nay be 

stopped in the forseeable future. The leathe:- sector i.~custry ecphasizes the 

export of finished leather produci:s like :coi:•-ear i;;.;i.i:h high value adc!e<l 

c oc:pone nt s. 

4. Sales of CSC Cattle Hides to Lrx:;l :-ann.,ri.~-;. 

csc Slaughter Sales to L.;c al :-~1~!1(~ ries 

1980 455,100 200' 300 
, . .... 

1981 350 I 300 262 '700 75 

1%1 t.50,400 2!. 3. 300 s:. 

l <)83 457,300 301). 900 67 

1984 431, 500 322,L.OO 75 

Source: csc 
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5. Preservation of Hides and Skins • 

. 'ides produced at the five CS: abattoirs in HA.RONDE~"', CHINHOYi, KADO~A, 

MASVINGO and BUU.WAYO whi::h account for so: of the country's beef production 

are of top quality with regards to flaying, cleaning and curing. Hides are 

brined for 24 hours, afterwrds drained, separated into different weight 

ranges, salted with fresh salt and palleted. The g!"adi~ at th» CSC plants 

takes place immediately after flaying. before cefattin~. cle:rni~ ani brining. 

The salt consumption per fresh hi.le is in the :-e::::or. o: .-1b1Jut tio: of ~::s 

green weight which indicates that sane 13 kg salt is used fer t~e curing of an ~ 

average sized hide of 22 kg. This high leve 1 s a It '- .Jr.s u::i;:i t ior. i!'lc lucies the 

re-use of salt reclaimed in the brine evaporator. :~~ csc yearly sa 1 t 

consumption lS the ref ore in the reg ion c: 500 tons, ·,.:h: ~ h r.n t l...; r:-i ...:rc~tes 

effluent problems for the tanneries. Experir.:ents inc lud.:> reducing er..! salt 

requirements to an acceptable minimun by using salt adcitiv~s. 

Other non CSC slaughter facultities are employin~ ::he usual salr cun:1~ 

1,;herever possible including dry salting of skins. Ho1.1eve r, hides and !>kins 

:rcr.i rural areas originating fron: subsistance slaughter are caini:J air dried. 

>J. Gracin;:; in Q11.ality and l..'eight Classes (C&:). 

A "li6ht" hide is described as weighing oetween 11 and 18 kg.(avt>rare 16 

kg) a "medium" hide as weighing between 18 arxi 23 kg and a "heavy" hic!e as 

weighing 23 kg and over (average 24-27 kg). 

internationally recogni.sed and accepted. 

This type of gr.1ding is 

With reference to sheep skins the CSC i.s grading accorti inr, to app~ar.1.nC•! 

made up of four categories, separating coarse wool:; an<i glov~rs of good 

texture. The third category refers to "seed ies" of both p,roup:;, and th•! last 

category rl'?presents the rejects. Skins from calves, go.1t:;, 

on th" -;.1:nl' basis (sec onci s or rejects). Thi' bulk of th·· r,;,( hid•• pr-,d1Jl't10n 
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7. Marketing and Pricing F? licy 

The collection of hides and skins is carriec out by orivate trading 

companies which in most cases are exporters too. The private collectors are 

well established, well organized and efficient, however prices paia to the 

primary producer in the rural areas appear not to reflect the actual market 

value of raw hides and skins. The cost of collection and transport is the 

main argunent brought forward by the traders. i.:ithout proper measures of 

incentives it would be very difficult to expect co-operation from the primary 

producer in up-grading the raw material ~uality. In denser populated rural 

areas callee tion points are established throughout the country. Nearly all 

sheep and goat skins collected are chanr:e led through this network inc ludi-ng 

cattle hides not produced by the CSC. 

The hide and skin sales policy of t~e CSC piaces the local tanners on a 

par with the overseas custauer. Offers of deliveries are made four months in 

advance, with priority given co the local tanning industry. The CSC prices of 

wet salted" hides sold in the local market are calculated on export parity 

basis. The raw stock is available on an "ex 1Jorks" f.o.r. basis and prices 

are based on export parity connected to ~ocal cur:-ency at the .-uling exchange 

rate at the end ot each :nonth, less c::mnissi.on, and 0ther overheads knm.m as 

bridging costs. 

The CSC sells hides to export ..;ustoo:ers on 

which re;>resents 80% first grades a.rd 20;~ 

other prices of different grades are calculated 

formula. 

.:: price based on "sounds" 

s ec o nd g rad e s • 

according to 

From this price 

the following 

Grade % of "Soun·!" Pr ice 

"Sounds" - 80/20 

Second grade 

Thi rd grade 

Fourth gr.1<le (thornral<r!s) 

100% 

9 71.. 

')Fi-:: 

r 
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IV. THE TANNING INDUSTRY 

There are four fully mechanizei tanneries in the country, all priv-'!tely 

owr.ed. 

l. UM"ALI LEATHER, (Pvt) Ltd., Bulawayo. Present prCJduction of about lOOG 

hides per day, wet blue for export and finished leathet for the affiliated 

shoe factory G + D shoes, also based i.n Bulawayo. The tannery employs 1 ;1) 

3ATA, tannery and shoe factory 1n G1.1eru. It lS reported 

ir!st:il led i::.anning capacity is around 1200 hides per d;;.y. Leather produced l .. _, 

~enerally canpletely finished. Total employment is 2800 people. 

). EAGLE TANNING, (Pvt.) Ltd. This tannery 1n the Marondera ar-.:.1 :1.1s.:: 

daily production capacity of around 1000 hides. Most of the ra-.; oa::tor-ial 1:; 

processed into wet blue for export and the other pa!"t is cor:ver:.,.J i.::t•J 

finished le<sther. This tannery also si,eci.-. lizes in the processinh or exo:::. ~c 

l~ather like elephant, hippopotamus, zebra, antilopes, etc. In total th·;•·~ 

are about 280 people employed. 

:.. IMPONENTE (Pvt.) Ltd., Harare. The f.'resent produc::ion is EGO h!.1:,~:; .::1l: 

1000 shi>ep/goat skins per day which is the actual installed ca?.:ici::::. " .;ou.i 

p:?rt of the cattle hides are processed into wet blue for export. The ~1nish•••! e 
leather produced 1s utilized fuc-ther .. n the affiliated fotJt1.1ear factoc-y, 

SUPERIOR FOOTVEAR (Pvt.) Ltd., located in the same canµ lex. The ccmpany 

employs )20 people. 

In 1983 the local tanneries processed 347,419 cattle hid·~s of ·.1h1d1 .:~t.:: 

~man'ltt!<l frCITl the CSC; 219 were calf skins, 41~ pig skins, 21,282 gn;1r: .1nd 

k1<l skins, 30,186 sheep and camel skins, 604 crncodile bellies and bad· sions, 

l,396 el·?hal"t panels and ears plu:. 43,112 kg hides, and abouc '22,,.J1)(J •Jt~1"r 

•:I )11 ft~ f' : j: :;r: 
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V. THE FOOTWEAR AND LEATHER GOODS INDUSTRY -

The country has seven mechanized si1oe factories of which 3 are linked 

through ownership to tanneries. It was reported that the leather shoe 

production for 1987 is exnected to be betwt'er. 3.5 - 3.7 million pairs of which 

considerable quantities were exported. The sector is well integrated and 

modern production methods are employed. Sane of the footwear factories are 

also producing matching leather bound bags and other leather a rt ic les 

including leather garments- The larger plants !1av.~ t:-lei:- own facilities 

up-grading the skills of their employees. 

t-~ -u' 

VII. SUPPORT FACILITIES 

The fast but sound industrial developoent taking place 1n Zimbabwe's 

leather and leather products sector has created the need for the establishment 

of a Leather Institute to sP.rve, advise and assist the industry in their 

further development objectives. The Leather Ir:stitute of Zimbabwe (LIZ) was 

founded u1 1"85 in Bul1wayo, and has established itself on the new site 

presently being expanded. :.rz is supported and financed through the Leather 

Sector Industry, CSC, hide/skin producers and coders. 

The Leather Institute is equipped 1-'itn tL· :nost needed laborato:-y 

instrunents and physical testing equipment to cater to the industrial need for 

quality cont ro 1. Two small tanning dru:ns and other leather processing 

equipment serve as demonstration facilities during courses tn hides and skins 

improvement, which are conducted regularly. Services to the industry includes 

assistance in effluent treacment, testing of raw 

development of leather processing products 

man uf act •Jred locally. 

which 

" c e r i a 1 c hem ic a 1 s a oo 

ould evenc: ual ly be 

It is intended to set up a tr:1ining workshop for the needs 1f the 

footwear and leather goods sector addressing m.1inly the cottage industry. 
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The Envisaged Project 

The project will be designed to provide assistance primarily to the hides 

and skins i'llprovement needs in the pastora~ regions or better known as the 

ccmcunal areas and to uplift the training capabilities of the Leather 

Institute of Zimbabwe. Direct technical assistance to the leather and alli~ 

industry is not foreseen as this industrial sector 1.s well develooed and 

considered capable to cater on its own to the development needs. 

anc 

15 

Hides and skins emanating from 

ger.erally of good quality starrlards. 

the CCl!lr-ercial sector are t'ully uc:il1::.••,: 

'lhe collection syste-'D in these are.ls 

ver:: efficient, therefore a significant increase in !:he recovery and suppi.:.-

o~ h ices ani skins can not be expected. 

The situation 1.n the communal areas 1.s different, which provides abour 

20~~ 0f che n.1tional hide supply. It is estirnateu that only about 50t of c::-:.~ 

hides potentially available are actually collected and processea 1.n the local 

tanneries. With regards to the supply of sheep and goat skins the potenti.ai. 

av:ii l:ibi l ity is much higher. The project focuses on the enhancement of the 

hide/s~:in recovery rate and the imprnv~ent of the raw mdterial quali.c:.

suppor::ed :iy ~11 planned infonnation and de::ionstration c.:ampaigns in the rur.:.: 

area. l'raining of field personnel 1.n prcpe:: skinning, flaying, preservat~,J;i 

and handli.nf, of hides and skins will be one of the priorities. Furch.:,r, 

emph.,..;is 1Jill be given throug!-1 an information service on the actual market e 
value of differently graded hides and skins thus providing the stimulus :'.or 

improved collection aM better raw material quality. 

ThP operational fram~1Jark is expected to be as follows: 

The UNIIJO national expert who ;.rill be an expert in hides and skins 

improw!ment will have to function and liase through the Leather Instit11t•~ 

of Zimbabwe with the Ministry of Agriculture and in lEather in<l11:.rr;.· 

r .. J:1t1><l areas with the Hini:.try of rnd11:.try an<l Tt!<.:hnolor,y. 
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The national expert will be based at the Leather Institute of Zimbabwe 

and is expected to function at all levels of the hides.'skins improvement. 

The national Pxpert 

international consultant 

target area in a ccmmunal 

ln co-op~ra:: ion with 

and the d epa rtme nt s 

region, establish a 

the hides 

concerned 

data base 

and 

will 

li~ 

skins 

select a 

on the 

existing live stock, slaughter facitlties, hices/skins prcducti.on, 

recovery rate, and assessment of raw material qualities includir.[: pr1c1ng 

structure. 

The Leather Institute of Z ll:i ba bwe in cc-operati0n with the 

interr.ational .:onsultanc ar.d the national projec:: co-orcinacor 

assess the nud>er of 

the du rat ion of the 

field persor.nel to ~e traine•: 

training courses. Further 

at the Inst ~tute and 

assistance will be 

provided through the int:ernational ,~ons..:l~ant 

posters a".1d leaf~ets. 

in .:esigning appropriate 

- The other consultants in leat:her go•J<is r:ianufa.:ture anc :oot wear 

production will assist the Leather Inst:itute of Z1mt:a::iwe in ;:>rovicing t:he 

technical inputs required fa:"" cor.d.ictin~ c,Jurses in the ~ietd of learhe:

goods and foot wear prodl;ction. 

The leather finishing consultant will be based at the Leatt:.>r ~:-::;t1tut•' 

1.n Zimbabwe a.1d is expected to provide extension service to th·~ in.h:stry 

as required. 

The leather Institute of Zimbabwe wiil also rrovide organizational 

assistance to seminar.;; and work shops organized throu~h the project. 
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COUNTRY REPORT FOR ETHIOPIA 

I. HITl\ODUCTION AND BACKGROUf'D 

The Regional Meeting on the Leather and Leather Products Industry in 

Africa, held frCITI 12-15 Jar:uary 1987 in Alexcr-.:iria, Egypt, focused on the 

constraints and shortcanings experienced in the African le2tht.•r industry as a 

whole and emphasized the need as a fir6t priority me.:isure to upgrade the 

quality of ra"' hides and skins and to improve the collection sy&t~s. 

In the following the proposed scheme was presented to the First Session 

of the FAO Intergovernmer.':al Sub-Group on Hides and Skins, convened in Rc:rne, 

21-?3 January 1987 and was as such welcaned an<l accepted. Fer the 

Impler.ientation of the integrated sectorial improvemPnt schc::ie UKIDO \."as 

entrusted to seek the re'iuired funds. It was agreed, after receiving the 

approval and support of many African countries, that eihht English and eight 

French speaking countries should be grouped under the envis.-:;.:.•d ur.:hrel!a 

project. 

To assess the exact needs and to define th>: required inpllts 10 relation 

to the existing sectorial infrastructure of the selected countries as well as 

to \.{t:anti~· the respective cooperation expected frorr. tlwsc countries the 

l'reparatory Assistance for the Regional Hides and Skins, LPather and Leather 

Products Improvement Scheme started with the recruitment of tht• Senior Leather 

Iooustry Expert on 1 October 1987 for a period of four months. The expert was 

first briefed in Vienna from I-7 October aoo from 8-9 October in Reine before 

leaving for the fielti. On 21 Decanber the expert was debriefed in Rane an-' 10 

the following assisted in the preparation of the draft docunenrs for the 

pa1ticipating countries and for the region at UNIDO in Vienna. 

EXPLANATORY NGfES 

Durinp, tlw mi~sion of thE' c<,nsultanr to Ethiopi:i, th" official v.il11P of 

tlH' Ethiopian c11rn•ncy war. Rirr 2.07 =- lJS SJ.00. 
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II. SUMMARY 

The livestock population of Ethiopia is one of the highest 10 Africa, 

consisting of an estimated 27 millior. cattle, 24 million sheep, 17.S million 

goats and 1 million canels. The annual 0~f-take a~ the estimatec production 

of hides ard skins are believed to be as tollo,_.s; 

cattle 7~ 

sheep 3J'.., 

goats 37;,, 

7,900,000 skins 

6,500,000 skim 

The actual number of hides and skins collected '.s r:iuch beloio the 

estUi:ated production figures. A certain percentaf:•· of raio ir.aterial is 

utilized for rural leathe:- processing, ho1Jev.:r thf' larger portion of it 

remains unrecorded. The difference bet,,,.e.::n hide/skin production and actual 

collection stresses the neeri to imrrov.: tht> collection syste:: as indicated 

below: 

estimated pre.duet ion coll~< t ion sh.:irtfall l 
------

c.attl~ hides 1,950,000 1 , 300, OOu 6SC•,OOG 33~ ... 
sheep skins 7,CI00,000 7,400,iJOO )00,000 6i. 

goat skins 6 ,400 '000 'l , 900 , OOCt 500,000 o: 

Approximately only~;~ of the hides and 20~ of the skins are produced in 

CPntralized abattoirs, whereas the balar"e derives fran rural slaughtering. 

The collection and marketing of raw hides and skins is carried out 

through the Hides & Skins Marketing Corporation (HSMC), a parastatal operating 

under the Ministry of Foreign Trade. The export of raw hides and skins 

(expected to be phased out in early 1988) semi process~d leather and finished 

leather products ~as increased to around US t6S million for the year 1987 

which represents the country's second largrst forrip,n exch:in~e 1>arnf'r afte.-

coffee. 

• 
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Duri"lg the period 1980-1986 the percentual share of processed leather in 

any fonu out of the total sectorial export has increased substantially, e.g.: 

62% raw hides/s!<i ns 

1980 
38:. processed hi,:es.'sk.i.1s 

of total export; 
36 l ra"" h id es / s lo i ns 

1986 

The policy of the government is to pha~e out the export of r.n: hides an<l 

skins and redce the export of pickled arvi semi-proce!;sed skins and 

concurrently increaf.e the export of crusted leather an<l finisht'C: leathPr 

products. 

III. TANNIOC INDCSTRY 

Tne tanning industry is organized under the National Leath._·r air~ SL_,.-. 

Corporation (NL.SC) which comprises 8 mechanized tanneries a0o:'. 6 sho,• 

factories. The plants do not oeprate, at present, at full cap.-:city. T1o·,, of 

the large tanneries are undergoiPg a modernization pro,.:r1m:,,.- 211<'. i.:iil h; 

partly re-equipped with up-dated machinery in order to meet thC' <lcr.iarr~ for 

better and uniform products. In 1986 exports to Italy, llnitPci Kinrdon, J;;;:.:n 

and USA accounted for 65% of the total export earnings of precessed 

hides/skins including !eather goods. 

Apart fonn the NLSC tanneries there is quite an active ,1rtisan tanning 

industry scattered over the country, utilizing :nainly lower grade raw material 

for leath,.r manufacture. The "leather" such obtained is usP.<l for the 

manufacture of traditional leather products. It is believe~ that ahout )0 

rural tanning centres are in existance with an estimated monthly intakC' of 

around 200 cattle hides per unit. 

The NJ.SC has jts o•..m hides and skins collection sy~lf'rn. Thr appr1>priatP 

rav material rf'quirPd for the diffen~nt tannerif's 1s al local 1·d thro1wh tlw 

vario1Js markr-t ch.1nnr·is and CPntrnl stor.·s of till' NI.~;r: .1n.l 11'..Mi:. 11,,. r;i.s,: 

tannPri1·s arf' cnmrH·llrd to p.1y nPar!y rlw vorl<l m.1rltl'f 1·ri11·:. for rlwir r ..... .-

hirJf•f. an:! skin~; - lf'S~. llfl as:n•P<f pPr<'POf;Jf,f' in !lw fon, o! ,· d1~ ... >1Jl1( 

otl1"n.r;•;r tl11· r.1w mat•·rial ir. f'lq,nr!Pd liy ti• .. 11::~r:. 
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INFORMATION Cl' ntE LUGER TANNERIES IN ETHIOPIA 

I. Ethiopian Tannery; 

a) Production; 800-900 cattle hides/day, 6 days/week. 

10,000 sheep/goat skins per day. 

b) Employees: 

The leather processed frcr.? the cattle hides is 

finished for footwear and leather gC'Ods manufacture; 

sheep and goat skins art' either pickled or wet-blued. 

800 

2. Modjo Tannery: 

a) Product ion; 

b) Employees: 

6000 sheep and goat skins per day 6 days/week. 

Processed into pickle or wet-blue. Setting up of 

water storage tank and i.:stallation of ne\O' tanning 

drw::s. 

220 

3. Ethiopian Pickling Plant: 

a) Production: 8000 sheep and goat skin.!' per da:· 6 days/week. 

b) Employees: 

4. Awash Tannery: 

a) Production: 

b) Employees: 

Sheep skins are pickled only; goat skins processed 

into wet-blue. 

240 

500 air dried cattle hiC:es (4000 kg) per day into 

finished leather for foo~wear and leather goods 

manufacture; 6000 sheer sL1ns for pickling/day; 3000 

goat skins/day for wet-blue. 

750 

IV. FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY 

The six shoe factories under the ·...mbrella of the NLSC are reported to 

operate below their installed capacity. They account for about 50-'>5% of the 

country's footwear manufacture, specializing mainly in v·nt's and children's 

(canvas) shoes. 
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The private sector industry. consisting of a considerable number of 

mediun ani small enterprises is strongly represented in lady's shoe production. 

In general, both sectors, public and private, cater to the dcmestic 

market only. as the quality of the goods manufactured does, at present. not 

cm:rly with export quality standards. 

V. LFATHER GOODS 

During re<.ent years this sector has developed into an export oriented 

inc!ustry. A new plant under the wing of the NLSC the "Universal Leather 

Articles Factory" was establihed a few years ago. This factory initially 

con~trained th:-ough production and mark~ting problems is expected to achieve 

for the yfar 1987/88 export sales valued at US !;3.8 million, representiOf 

approximately 80i; of the total value of g:>ods manufactured. 

VI. TRAINING FACILITIES 

Training in medil.J'll level technology covering the important areas of tht> 

le·,ther sector including raw hides and skins improvement is carried out at the 

Productivity I~proverrent Centre in Addis Ababa, an affiliate of tht> Ethiopian 

Management Instii.:ute. The duration of the courses vary frcrn 2 weeks to 1 year 

in the case of leather technology. During the period of 1973-1987 640 

participants were trained in the field of leather processing in courses of 

different subjects and levels. With regards to training in shoe and leather 

goods manufacture since the establiishment of the unit in 1984 282 persons 

have been trained including 42 who paiticipated in the 6 month shoe technician 

course. 

VII. HIDES Alm SKINS IMPROVEMI-:~ns 

Hides and skins improvement falls under the Ministry of Agriculture an<l 

is carried out by the Animal Resources Marketing Department whose f>l<l 

operations art> organized in geographical zones <livided into <list ricts :in.1 

suh<listricts. The department at the Ministry is hParlPd by on•' ~··nior tiid1· and 
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akin improvement officer. Each zonal office of the agricultural development 

department has at least one senior hide am skin improvement officer stationed 

there assisted by an adequate number of junior and extension officers. vho are 

stationed in the outposts. In the case of the Western Zone there are 57 

officers and in the Awassa Zone 42 officers engaged in hides and skins 

iq>rovement. During the period from 1973-1987 337 officers have been traL1ed 

in this field locally. Sane of the officers are also acting, particularly in 

less developed areas, as slaughterhouse inspectors. A major problem 

constraining the activity in the field is the lack of transport. 

In general the hide and skin collection is well developed an<l well 

organized. especially in areas with a higher population and better 

infrastructure. Hides and skins are produced either in controlled slaughter 

places or where such establishments do not exist on private and cani:Junal 

farms. In most cases the raw hides and skins are brought directly to the 

dealer which could be a service co-operative or a private establishment. In 

both cases, the place of purchase has t•) be registered and approved by the 

hide and skir. inspector and mus~ feature the requirements laid do~n by the 

goverrunent which includes the provision of a hide/skin dryinf; shed, salting 

pit, cleaning table and an appropriate storage section. The relevant 

purchasing prices have to be made known on a black board in front of the 

collection shed. The exhibition of the prices offered for the various types 

of raw material and grades infonns the seller/primary producer of the actual 

market value. The collected hides and skins are transporterl to Addis Ababa 

either once or twice a month where the grade and weights will be :-echecked. 

Payment for the goods delivered is effected immediately after the records have 

been established. 

The prices paid for raw hides and skins are varying from art'a to area 

depending also on the distance from the capital and tjpe of raw material, 

however. during October 1987 the following price structures appliPrl: 
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Prices paid to traders for hides am skins delivered to the central 

stores in Addis Ababa; 

cattle hides a/d I 39 Birr/Frasula Birr 2 .29 /kg 

II 35 Birr/Frasula Birr 2.06/kg 

Ill 32 Birr/Frasula Birr 1.88/kg 

sheep skins w/s I 139 Birr/Score Birr 6.96/skin 

sheep skins d/s II 129 Birr/Score Birr 6.96/skin 

(40/50/10) 

goat skins w/s I 87 Birr /Score (gen) Birr 4.35/skin 

goat skins a/d I 82 Birr/Score (bati)Birr 4.10/skin 

(40/50/lO) 

goat skins w/s 77 Birr/Score Birr 3.85/skin 

goat skins a/d 72 Birr /Score Birr 3.60/skin 

( 25/50/25) 

Note: Frasula is a traditional weight measure equal to 17 kg. 

Score is a traditional measure made up of 20 units (skins) 

Prices paid to primary producer/butcher for their hides:skins delivered 

to the collection points in the Awassa Zone: 

cattle hides, green 

sheep skins, green 

goat skins, grePn 

goat skin, a/<l 

service co-op 

I Birr 0.40 /kg 

II Birr 0. 30 /kg 

II I Birr 0. 20 /kg 

Birr 5. 00-5. 50/s kin 

Birr 3 • 50 -1 • • oo Is k i n 

Erivate dealf' r 

Birr 0. 50/kg 

Birr 0.40/kg 

Birr 0.30/kg 

Birr 5. 50-6. ()() 

Birr 4. 00 

E i rr 2. 00-1. so 

111r NLSC is purrh,1sin)'. at tlv• i;.1mf' pr1rf' structur··· n·p,ardlt•f,f, of irs 

f,()IJrcf', f;f'rvirP co-oi"'rat iv .. f; or pri 11;ir 1·. 
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For the envisaged national project executed under the unbrella of the 

Regional Hides and Skins. Leather and Leather Products Improvenent Scheme it 

was agreed between the Ministry of Industry (NLSC) and the Ministry of 

Agriculture (Animal Resources Marketing Lepartment) to select a suitable 

target area where a pilot project in the fonn of an intensified hides and 

skins improvement will be implemented. As a target area the Awassa Zone was 

selected for its high population of cattle with a relatively low recovering 

rate for hides. being much below the national average and its border with 

Kenya. The official recovery and collection of hides is approximately 401 

only. The distance by road between Addis Ababa and Awassa is 275 km. 

A. The Awa ssa Zone 

The A-.-assa Zone CCJ'Gbines two administrative regions, ,;ar:iely Sidamo and 

Geinu Gofa, the total area is 156,000 krn2 havint; a population of 5,038,000 

people. 

District Livestock Population Hide Sheds Slaughter Personne 1 

cattle sheep goat co- op p riv. houses H/S lmpr. 

S idama 1, 09 5, 9 51 262 '200 86,600 7 14 2 8 

Gede we 580, 918 112, 332 37,500 1 8 18 6 

Wolaita 748, 590 22 3' 2 20 96,600 2 7 3 4 

Ariro 955,870 140,760 29 2 ,000 5 7 4 

Boyena 284,000 244,000 480,000 6 2 

Jam jam 350,860 42,228 35, 500 6 3 

Garno 452,780 165,600 131,000 12 5 

Gofa 404,430 3G7, 740 393, 300 15 2 

Gerdula 417,150 2 69, 150 247,020 12 4 

Ge le be 209, 300 157, 320 229. 080 1 3 1 

Awassa HQ 3 

5' 500, 086 1,939,810 2,036,000 32 98 12 42 

• 
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The 10 districts cODprising the Awasea Zone are divided in 56 

subd.: st ricts. The road distance& between Avassa and the different districts 

varies from 45 km (Sidmuo) to 550 klll (Gelebe). 

The collection of hides and skins frca the Avassa Zone for 1985-87 vas as 

fol lows: 

cattle hides 

sheep skins 

goat skins 

1985/86 

139, 000 

444,455 

295,275 

1986/87 

153, ~3 

587,435 

257,676 

During 1986/87 15,231 cattle and 14,088 sheep were trekked out of the 

A,..01ssa region to Addis Ababa. The price for live (·attle is around Birr 250 

per head, for a sheep Birr 30-35. 

l'ides and Skins from the A\Oassa Zone were graded during 1986/87 as 

fol lO\OS; 

cattle hid es: I 504 sheep skins: I 42: 

II 29% II 38~ 

II I 21% I II 20% 

goat skins~ I 394 

II 374 

II I 24% 

The price for salt which 1s distributed free through tht t-.1..SC network to 

the curing centres costs Birr 0.24 per kilo ex Addis A~aba. 

During the first years of the envisaged project implementation the hides 

and skins collection is expected to increase as indicated; 

cattle hid es 

l'heep skins 

goat skins 

1987(basis) 1989 1990 1991 

153.~3 + 10% lf-8,000 + 10% 185,000 + 15% 212,000 

587,435 + 10% 645,000 + 10% 710,000 + 10% 780,000 

257,676 + 10% 283,000 + 10% 310,000 + 20% 372,000 

The grading is expectt>d to !mrrove to a clos<' 50% firsr r,radc, Jo;: 

SCCOOd gradf' 800 20% third grade durinp, the Silll1C p<'rio<f Of t imP. 
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B. Slaughtering at the Addis Ababa Abattoria Organization 

1985/86 I 986/87C2lanned) 1987 /88(2lanned) 1988 /89 ( 2la nned) 

cattle 140. 069 151. 000 155,000 160, 000 

sheep 49, 502 55,000 60,()00 60, 500 

goat 11, 391 11, 000 11,000 12,000 

C. Export Sales of the National 

Leather and Shoe Corporation for the Year 1986/87 

Tne of Products Measurement ~uantit~ Value in Birr 

Pickle.d sheep/goat skin Dozen 428,455 57,939,961 • 
Wet blue sheep skin Dozen 88,606 10, 313,609 

Wet blue goat skin Dozen 138, 503 12,105,233 

Crust sheep skin Dozen 44,940 7,325,996 

Crust goat skin Dozen so 7 ,203 

Wet b 1 t:e hides Square foot 2, 789 •. ~64 2. 577,888 

Crust hides Square foot 3,784,f63 6,289,346 

Splits Square foot 109,000 13, 53 7 

Lining sheep Square foot 11, 500 437,805 

Lining goat Dozen 5,000 243, 225 

Finished leather Square foot 500,000 J. 003, 950 

Shoe uppers Pai rs 30,000 322,920 

Lady's hand bag Pieces 6,721 40 ,4'15 

Shoes Pairs 49,000 299, 11 s 

Wool Kg 56 '000 9L.. 122 

ASA leather Square foot 519, 361· 488, 890 

Leather sole !>qua re foot :'00 828 

Chamoi se Square foot 3,000 4,f>57 

School bags Pieces 24. 735 an. 645 

Small leather good Pieces 22. 7 28 49,81.6 

U2ho lst e!)'. le at her S~uare foot 997 41203 

Total Rirr 1 00 ' 4 36 • 4 24 

Rawcattlf' hi<ies Pieces 713,000 11, 90'>, 000 

Raw shee2/goat skins Pieces 2 z 380,000 l/1 I 803 1 000 

Tot al R i rr 26' 70R. 000 
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VIII. RECOtfiENM.TIC»fS 

During the subject mission it was identified that without enhancing the 

recovery rate of hidesarw:I skins and the iq>rovement of the raw material 

quality the further development of this irw:lustrial sector will experience 

serious constraints. Therefore emphasis should be given for the 

implementation of an effective hides arw:I skins improvement progrsD111e. Further 

there is an obvious need to enhance the quality of finished leather through 

the introduction of modern finishing techniques, which would in turn improve 

the export performance of the leather articles are manufa.:tured from. The 

need for external expertise in leather finishing arw:I leather goods manufacture 

- wouM alleviate some of the problems experienced. 



PAPER PRIPAIED BY THE PRO.TIC? APPRAISAL SECIIOR AS GUIDARCE POR THE 
01'100-FREJfCB PRO.TIC? IDIBI'IFICATIOR IUSSIOR 01' AGRO-IRDUSTRY 

IR l'IEXI CO 
BASED ON THE won PRODUCED BY THI SECTORAL SruDIES BRARCB 

The following is based on the "ethodology for the Assessment, Programming 
and ~agenent of Production and Consumption Systems User•s Guide. It is 
recommended that the mission take vith them a copy of this document, Sectoral 
Studies Series No. 33. 

1. Mission Ob1ectives 

The identification of technical assistance and investment projects to 
contribute to the integrated development of agro-industries. 

2. Definition 

The integrated development of an agro-industrial system is understood as 
the ha~onious, balanced development of a production-consumption B)-tem as 
pictured in fiiure 1. Therefore, the analysis and programming of integrated 
development requires a systems approach, i.e. an approach that takes i&to 
~onsideration all the pr?duction and consumption components of t~e system, the 
linkages between them and the policies that affect specific components and the 
system as a whole.I/ 

3. Priority sub-sectors 

It is widerstood that the Mexican Government has identified the following 
three sub-sectors as priority sub-sectors for the UNIDO-French identificaticn 
mission: 

4. 

Oils and fats 
Cereals 
Milk and milk products. 

Criteria for proiect identification 

The technical assistance and/or investment projects identified should: 

contribute to the integrated developcoent of the agro-industrla'. 
sub-sector and the agro-industrial &}stem of which it is ft part; 

produce the maximum positive impact on the development of the subsector 
and on the system; 

be related to the specific needs of the sub-sector; 

}/ MEPS, Methodology for th~ Assessment, Pr~gramming and Management of 
Productio'.1 and Gonaumption Systems, Abridged version, Sectoral Stu<Hes 
Series No. 27, UNIDO/IS.643, Septemher 1986. 
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contribute to the ellain•tion of bottle-neclta and to the expansion of the 
ayatem; 

be located within the agro-induatrial institutional framework; 

be compatible wi~h other related ongoing projects and contribute to their 
successful implementation; 

be feasible tm.der the prevailing econ<>lkic policies or s~ould include 
recoanendations for necessary policy changes. 

5. Procedure 

The success of project identificatio!l/design within a systems approach 
depends on being able to properly identify all the system components, their 
linkages and inter-relationships. This can be accomplished by applying the 
disaggregation techniques as prescribeu by MEPS.1/ 

A complete disaggregation of the pre-selected systems would not be 
possible during the present 2 1/2 week mission. Bovever, a large amount of 
recent information on the sub-sectors should be availabie, as well as ~ number 
of already pre-identified projects. Thus, the disftggregating procedure to be 
followed under the circumstances should be the following: 

a) Identify the development objectives set by the Government for each of the 
system variables and the indicators selected to measure the performance 
of the system (see p. 13 MEPS User's Guide). 

b) Base Diagrammes 
Identify the main components of the system, their linkages and the policy 
components. Drav a base diagramme, using figures 1, 2 and 3 as examples 
for the cereals, oils and fats and milk-milk products systems.JI Check 
them for completeness. 

Obtain from your counterparts basic quantitative data that will allow you ~· 
to assess the relative importance of each component, such as the 
following: 
(i) Level of consumption of the final goods; 

(ii) l!tumber of enterprises involved in the production of the final goods 
and also i~ the production of each of the main inputs of the system; 

(iii) Level of foretgn trade balance of the system's main goods; 
(iv) Installed capacity for each component; 
(v) Quantity produced of each of the goods previously identified. 

Discuss the consumption/demand component with your counterparts. Is the 
Government interested in reaching the internal or the export market? 

----------ZI Jdeally, a full application of MEPS to the three sel~cted priority 
sub-sectors should be undertaken in order to produce a complete analysis 
of the three agro-industrlal ayatems and propose three alternative 
development programmes. The development programmes would be composed of: 
technical assistance projects, investment projects and the integrated 
drvelopmrnt of the system. 

')/ Rief' var. tak~n as an example for cereds. 
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Does ~e Governaent vent to reach apecific target aroups or aeographical 
areas lD the internal aarket? Ia it enough to treat the consuaption 
COllponent as a unit? If available, it vould be adviaable to obtain the 
folloving data: 

Income elasticities, price, crossr.d elasticities 
Consumption by months 
Consumption by regions 
Goods that are substitutes and/or complementary goods. 

The answers to the above questions will help you decide which of the 
information listed in table 2 of the REPS User's Guide should be 
considered in order to describe the consumption component. 
Most of the information listed in tables 3 to 6 of the User's Guide, for 
agricultural, industrial services and marketing components should be 
available from the diagnostic work already performed in Mexico. 

Using the tables, req•iest the necessary data according to the particular 
characteristics of che system being discussed. This will help you most 
in defining the problem areas and identifying technical assistance and 
investment needs. Pay particular attention to projects that have already 
been identified and are under consideration or even being carried out in 
the agricultural, industrial and services components. 

With the information gathered in the previous step,, draw descriptive 
base diagrammes. The diagrammes will help in the process of identifying 
problems and bottlenecks that hinder the development of the system and 
restrict the attainment of the Govenment's objectives, and thus in 
identifying projects :o try to solve these problems. The dlagrammes 
should also be useful for locating the projects within the institutional 
framework and asses~ing their compatibility with already existing 
projects in other components of the system. 

For the analysis of the system, it may be useful to prepare several of 
the following base diagrammes: 

(i) System economic flows 
Use a few flow variables that characterize the system and that could 
help in the identification of bottle-necks. The follov!ng are 
suggested: 
- yield and area (for the agricultura: components) 
- raw material - gross value of production 
- value added (see figure 4). 

(ii) Syst~ stock vAriables 
This diagramme woul~ give a quick overvie~ of the resources of the 
system. The following variables could be used: 
- installed capacity 
- fized capitsl 
- foreign financing (see figure 5). 

(iii) System's main economic indicators 
This may be one of the most useful diagrammes for assessing project 
nerds, because it can provide a brief descriptio~1 of the performance 
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of each component and facilitate the aaaeaaent of the ayatea. You aay 
use the following indicatora: 

- economic profitability 
- S capacity utilization 
- value added/fixed cost 
- value added/gross value of production (see figure 6). 

(iv) Institutional framework 
Identify the economic agents that participate in the different 
components and activities of the system and picture how they are 
org~ized. Thia type of diagraane provides information on the 
degree of horizontal and vertical integration already existing in 
the system and permits the selection of the most appropriate 
counterpart institutions (see figure 7 as an example). 

(v) Regional base diagramme 
Indicate the regional distribution of the different components of 
the system. This type of diagramme will allow yGu to illustrate 
regional concentration and the relative importance of ea·..:h 
geographical region with respect to each component of the system 
(see figure 8). 

c) Technology 
This vill be a very important aspect to be dealt with when observicg the 
productive components of a given system. The specialists of the group 
should be able to identify technological shortcomings and gaps and 
suggest, on the basis of their e:z:perioence, technology options to be 
considered for investment and for technical assistance projects. 

d) Policies 

e) 

Request information on the prevailing policies and policy trends. 
Discuss the positive or negative effect of those policies ~n the 
behaviour of the systems and their components. 

Project identification 
On the basis of the analysis of the system carried out in the previous 
steps, identify the problems and bottlenecks affecting each component ar.j 
the linltages between them and identify, together with your counterpartF 
possible solutions that could be implemented through techn.ical assistance 
and/or investment projects. 

The most appropriate solutions would be those that conform to the 
criteria established for p~oject identification in section 4. of this 
document. 

f) Preliminary assessment of already iden~[ied pro1ects 
The projects pre-identified by Me.%ico should be analyzed with reference 
to the systems in which they will be introduced. Apply for this analysts 
the criteria for project identification listed under section 4. This 
task would be greatly facilitated by the work previously undertaken by 
you for the characterization of the rice, oils and fats and milk products 
systems. 

Remember that technical soundness by itself is not a suffiLient r~ndition 
to ensure that a project is feasible and likely to have a positive impBrt 
on the country's industrialization ~(forts. The lar~er the num~~r of 
criteria met by a gtven project, the greater its potential impact on th~ 

development of the system. 
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Livestock 
Resources --r------------: 

I £' • ~I : '""'01..~le : 
l 12sc.o~~ 
~----J\ I 
! Goe ts L 
! 53.:0 I n 

:~ [Sheer j 
' 31CO ~ I 

-- I - I 
.' 

• • 

Slaughter (12e E) J 
r--;~~--~,~:~~~~;~~~~~: 
I I 
I I 

l . Hides I M~ot lj_ 
I Pe-: every 

453 45% ,-
Skins 

Go at s skin~J 
153 

Recovery 

TANZANIA 

r-------------------, • Off take rate 8% • 

' I Salted Dried I : 

Collection 
Processing 

,-- -·- ---·- ------- --. 

i t.A e-:Jt I 
I ? I 
: . I 

I 38% 
446 

62% I ! ....... .. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'--·-·-·-·--·· -·- _____ .J 

Off take rate 25% : 
-, I .----

S:ilted Dried 
32% 264 68% 

Off take rote 1 5% 

Salted Dried 
20% 

153 
80% 

Leet her 
Products 

Several small 
serni-mecho~e 

Exports 
Italy 80% 

France 15% 
and Spain 
Kenya 57. 
No Value 

Hides 70.5 774 
Skins S. 48 81 
Skins G. 92 96 

Production 
Footwear 

Pop u lat ior1 
(Mill prs.p.a.) C.U 

B·~O Shoe 1.5 (4)37 

.---·---------·-.l- I Morogoro 0.15(4)47. 

Sheep skins~_,,.___ ______ __, 
I Hides&Skin-;----
1 Tonning Footwear 
I Production Componnets : I 50 Rec°:ery I 

I . , 1 •D • I 
I I 

~-------------------~ 
I (mill sq. ft.) CU Mostly imported 

..... 1 
5.1 (10.7) 487. Mos hi 

507. Imports 

f Ser·1ices 
l 

Inputs 
Wattle 

I I Moro~oro 4. 1 (8.3) 
I Mwonz-J 1 .5 (7 .5) 
I 

193 

I 
I 
I ! Wet Blue J 

Chemicals 
Spore ports 
Equipment 

+ l 

THS . 
Derma lnterna\1onal 
Aswan lnt~rnat1on.ol 
Live~toc~~ EnJ:erpnsesC 
Tangany1k::J 1-'-:ic·kers o. 

I 

L--- ·-·------------------

Ltd 

[-'-J ~ ~ 



I 

Livestock 
Resources 
----------------~ 

I 
I 

Slaughter 
---------------------1 
! C.S.C 5 plants; 

Zltv1BABvVE 
96 (25%) 

Proce~sing 

~--------- ---1 

Cattle 
79;t; 

Feed l,:)t 

I I 

Hides! Meat I : .. I 
--~.....;..;..;--., I 

Meot 

? Other Leather 
Products 

I T::·:itiona 11 

I 2900 
L.---

Goats 
990 

15~ 

Shee. 
370€~ 

I Exotic] 

I 
I I 

:-,.....: 
I 
I 

Abattoires 
382 

Traditional......._ 
127 

Total 
509 

Skins 

Goats skin~ 
350 

~ 
Exotic -----·--·------

Leatl1erl i=·· ~. 
Finishin·~I 

286 r--- -. 

Hides&Skins 70% • • r---------. ----- - --- ---
l Tanning 
I Production 
I (hides/doy) cul F i....1 --.------! Beto 450 (700) 647. l 
1 

Eagle 550 (900) 61 ·~ 
! lmponent'!! 300 (500) 603 
l 

FootwerJr 

cu 647. 

I ..................... ···· 1 ·· ..... .... . . . . . 305~ 

~---------------- Sheep skin~ I l Umtal~ 750 (, 000) 753 i I 

I 

Servi-ces 

Policies 

115 
l I I I 

I 

, , J--j Wet Blue ' 27 I j 
~ - ------------~ L--------------------··-----

Local Prcd 

! 

Footwear 
Co ni po n n e ': ~: 

1 Enterpris" 

Ottiers 

irit~oration ----~ h. Chemicals _j 
in hiQh .................................... . proportion · ....... ····•··· ... · · .. · · · .. · · ··· · ·· ·· · · ' 

Policies 
Quotas 

L. l.Z Policies 

• 

16% 

Population 

[~ortsJ 
! 
I 
I 

. .. j 

Vertical lntec;irotion 



Livestock 
Resources 

[
Cottl-e 
26300 

Goats 
, 7240 ... 

Shee 
23401) 

• ::i<·ots i•1ch. sive 

• e 

ETHIOPIA 
Slaughter (12a E} Processing 

I' .... ..[ Exports J 

---;;~--.~~:~~;;r·~;a-~sl --i---~;ot -1 
'--- ___ · __ _J I + 

1 I 

' b' I 

Expected Actual 
2104 , 000 

Skins 

Goats skins 
Expected Actual 
5000 ? 

~ Sheep skin ... 
Elt.pected Actual 
8, 90 12500* 

- ------- ----------- -· 

lnp•.;L 
Wattle 

NF·<;:: 
Tr::iiri1ng 

+ 

i-----
1 

I 
.. 7.4 2~ ... H ... d< ... S.C~.5~) 

Leath·3r 
Products 

Rural artisans 
Joint vent.1 77. cu 

' 
bo'1: 
I 

F o o t we or 
Production C 
(Mill pl's.p.a.) .U G

-
Plants 1 .5 705 

1 J rlvote Pton~s 1 .5 
_____ J ------ .., 

Fo·:>tweo r 

Pop•Jlotior1 

Hides&Skins 
Tanning 
Production 
(mill sq. ft.) 

Componnets 
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RE•&aILITATIOlt 

Underut llaed l•dustrlal production capacitie• repreaent 

a ••Jor proble• i• Africa. 

produc ivity. (GC.Z/17) 
I 



UNIDO'S POSITIG• (GC.2/17) • 
Rehab lit•tio• aad prod•ctivity i•pto•e•e•t •~o¥ld be 

tackl d ai1Mtltaneously: 

according to nationa~ ••breatoaal or region•! 2.!.!~!.!!..!!.!-~ 

I • -<: ~ , ·:. 



Rehab iitation should not only focus pr!aarily on technical 

anrl e atneering di•ensions. 

Rehab litation should be viewed in a ~•2rehenstve 

f r••e on1.. 

tecbftology 

!quipaent 

Hanageaent 

finance 

lu••• •kill• 

Policy environaent 

(lDI. 3/16) 

"· . ' ..... ~ .. <. ;:.- ., /~.,~~:~· .. ~;<; ... ·; ...... 
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"UNID •s role vould begin vith a techno-economic diagnosis 

at th~ individual factory level" (GC.2/17). 
! 

We be~leve th~t there is a "•issing link". that an analysis 

of th~ sy5te• In vbich the factory operates should precede 

the di~gnosis of the factory. 



Furth r aaalysis of U•lDO's ~asttion indicates that 

i•2_!!~ ta UNIDO's call for a 

- sectoral approach to reba~ilitation 

- a coaprehensive fra•evork 

is th aotloa of • !!•te•s approach. 



....... ~ .. ,-

Systeas Approach 

Within the syste•s •eeroach any Industrial activity can 

be vi wed as • •1ste• co•prising: 

a set of: production co•ponents 

aarketina co•ponents 

consu•ption components. 

These co•ponents are linked in an interdependent •anner 

and a e influence• ~y •r•••iliftl Govern•ent policies. 



... --------------"'"""!'----------~--~---:-~~~~.~-

• 
A "system" can refer to an entire industrial sector or 

one or more interrelated sub-sectors. 



It shows: the 

t lte; 

r e p r e s e;n;t: a t i o n o f a s y s t e m • 

them 

their.behaviour. 

the system. 

/11 .: .. I; .- ' ..... . , , .... ~ .. , .. . ., 
·ii 
~ 

.. 

... 

• 

I 

~ .. 
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°' 

Technical assistance progra••es and investaent projects 

shoul~ pro•ote the harmonious balanced d~velopaent of 

a sysfem (Integrated Developaent). 

I 

" ..... ·.·:Jy:·: '• 
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Thus the tem diagnosis required for the design of 

rehabilit ·ion activities should properly identify: 

th ir linkages 

prevailing policies 

go· ·rnment objectives. 

··,i·, >:"' .. 

:1. ,, .. . 

• 



• 

~~to_h·~~ 

The s seem diagnosis requires: 

the assess•ent of the relative importance of each 

Cf•ponent in the light of government objectives; 

I 
the identification of weaknesses in the different 

I 

i 
c~aponents and their linkages that hinder the 

a tainment of government objectives. 

The u e of descriptive base diagrams will facilitate the 

l \ 

ident flcation of problems and the design of most appropriate 

solut ons. 

----- ----~~ --------------



·-· l_ 
~ob~~),-~ltlf 

Appr priate solutions should lead to an integrated 

reha ilitation programae that consists of technical 

assi tance and investaent projects at the factory or 

corp rate level that aeet the following criteria: 

rould product •axiaua positive impact on the 

~evelopaent of the system; 

ould contrjbute to increasing the level of 

roductivity and capacity utilization throughout 

the syste•; 

-
ould be coapatible with ether related ongoing 

rojects and contribwte t~ their successful 

ap1e•'!ntation; 

\l-

nd finally, woul~ contribute co the rehabilitation 

f t~e systeN vittin an tncegr~ce~ wpproach. 

' " .. ; ·.. "~"'· .. 

• 



The c ncept of integrated rehabilitation could be 

• appli able at the country or at the subregional level, 

depen ing on the nature of the syste•. 

0 ls and fats system in the SADCC countries 

F"sheries industrial systems in West African countries 

• C real systems in the SADCC countries. 



(a) Identify linkages between co•ponents a&fi agents; 

(b) Identify •ost critical bottlenecks; 

(c) Establish priorities for technical assistance 

and investment projects in each co•ponent and 

assess their complementarity; 

(d) Choose the most appropriate location for each 

technical assistance activity at the co~ntry 

level; 

(e) Identify the most appropriate policy •easures. 

Iden ify co•plementarity of actions among activities and 

cons lldate an Integrated rehabilitation progra .. e. 

• 



• 

~l~bl1\JL: 
,s 

An Integrated Rehabilitation Programme would then consist 

of i~vestaent and technical assistance projects that 

si•u~taneously influence several components of the system 
I 

I 
I 
i 

where bottlenecks vere identified during the analysis of 

the s Stea. 
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The Application of a Programme Approach to Technical Assistance 

Project Identification and Formulation 

The programme approach* was developed at UNIDC in response to the widely 

perceived need fo~ increased impact of technical assistance projects on the 

industrial development of develo~ing co\Dltries. The application of the 

~ programme approach to project design makes it possible to produce an 

integrated development programme that comprises a package of technical 

assistance and investment projects and policy advice to promote the haI'l!lonious 

balanced development of all components of an industrial system. The programme 

approach can be applied at three diffErent levels, as described below. 

• 

The grouping of countries (preparation of sectoral typologies) according 

to patterns of development of a given industrial system and the preparation of 

indicative programmes for groups of countries are complementary tools and 

options for the design of integrated development programmes. Ideally, UNIDO 

shocld develop typologies covering all the most important industrial systems 

in developing countries, in order to provide the basis for preparing 

indicative programmes and country sectoral programmes • 

Indicative programmes represent a cost-effective programming method. By 

applying the programme approach to a group of countries with identified 

patterns of development (through sectoral typologies), it is possible to 

prepare an analysis of the industrial subsector, strategies for its 

development, technical assistanr.e and investment requirements and policy 

advice that can form the basis for development programmes for all the 

countries in the group. Indicative programmes can be used by Governments, 

development assistance organizations, bilateral aid donors and potential 

investors. A further output of this work is a UNIDO position p~per on the 

sector that defines priority areas for UNIDO activities. 

*ThP. underlined expressions are defined in the text. 
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Country sectoral programmes can be prepared independently of the 

foregoing programming activities, or they can be undertaken as a follow-up to 

a sectoral typology and/or an indicative programming exercise. They can be 

prepared at two different levels. An integrated sectoral programme provides a 

package of related technical assistance projects, as well as investment needs 

and policy recoamendations for the development of an industrial system in one 

country. 

If the time and resources are available and if the envisaged investment 

in the sector will be large, a quantitative and integrated sectoral programme 

has the advantage of permitting precise quantitative simulations of all 

proposed projects and policy changes to determine the optimal package of 

measures for achieving a country's objectives in the development of an 

industrial system. Furthermore, there are the benefits that can be derived 

from the transfer of the method used to the country, where it can continue to 

be used as a tool for monitoring and adjusting the implementation of a 

development programme and negotiating with domestic and foreign investors, as 

well as for planning the development of other sectors. 

While the programme approach will not eliminate the need for individual 

technical assistance projects, it is hoped that it will complement the 

traditional approach to project identification and design and succeed in 

increasing the positive impact of technical assistance on industrial 

development. 

• 

• 
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Introduction 

Technical assistance projects for industry are generally designed to 

promote the development of a given industrial sector through the elimination 

of bottlenecks and constraints affectin~ the sector.* 

It has been realized by multilateral and bilateral development assistance 

organizations that despite the provision of large amounts of technical 

assistance, the expected impact on the industrial development of developing 

coun~ries has not always been achieved. A frequent point of of criticism from 

all parties concerned has been that many technical assistance and investment 

projects in developing countries have established R&D and other types of 

institutions, pilot plants and even industrial-scale plants that cease to 

operate with the end of the project or continue to operate at very low rates 

of capacity utilization and efficiency. Furthermore, technical changes 

resulting from technical assistance projects in a country have often not been 

successfully introduced and disseminated within the country, in spite of their 

being both technically feasible and economically desirable . 

The reasons for this disappointing performance are, amongst others, the 

lack of adequate upstream and downstream linkages of the projects within the 

industrial sector and with other sectors, as well as the lack of co-ordi~ation 

with other development activities. A further problem is that it is often 

*Technical assistance may involve the introduction of new technologies and/or 
additional technical capabilities, the expansion of industrial capacity, 
industrial training, the creation and strengthening of institutions, etc. 
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difficult for Governments to identify ac.:urately the "real" technical 

assistance needs within a sect~r and to establish priorities for action. 

"Perceived" needs ar<? often not the "real" ones. Other problems include the 

lack of co-ordination b~tween national institutions and the lack of 

co-operation and even competition between various development assistance 

organizations. 

In many cases, the failure of individual projects to produce the expected 

impact illustrates that technical soundness by itself is not a sufficient 

condition to ensure a positive impact on a country's industriali=ation 

efforts. For this purpose, a project should meet several conditions: it 

should respond to the real needs and priorities of the country within that 

sector. should have adequate linkages with other components of the sector, 

sh~~ 1.d be self-sustaining after the end of the technical assistance project, 

~hould be properly located within the instit~tional framework of the sector, 

E.nd should be compatible with other related ongoing projects (this, as will be 

seen below, leads to the concept of programmes). Furthermore, appropriate 

~overnment policies are necessary for the project objectives to be fully 

achieved. 

~J,em Approach 

For a project to be able to fulfill the above conditions, the structure 

and operation of the industrial system in which the technical assistance is 

provided must be clearly urderstood. The application of the system approach 

provides a framework for understanding the structure of the sector before 

undertaking project design activities. Within the system approach, atlN 

industrial activity can be view~d as a system comprising a set of production, 

distribution and consvmption components that are linked in an interdependent 

• 

• 
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manner and that are influ~nced in their functioning by a set of policies. An 

industrial system can comprise one entire sector or sev~ral interlinked 

sectors/subsectors. Figure 1 shows a base diagram, which is the 

graphic representation of an industrial system, showing its componente, the 

linkages between them and some of the policies that affect the various 

components and the system as a whole. 

The system approach provides a broader view of an industrial sector than 

traditional approaches because it makes ex~licit the com,lex interdependence 

of the economic and social components within and outside the system and helps 

to provide the conceptual frai:ieworr to analyze and evaluate these 

interrelationships. The application of the approach leads to the promotion of 

the integrated development of industrial systems, which is understood as the 

harmonious balanced development of an entire system, including all its 

components. Specialized issues such as the integ£ation of women, energy and 

environmental considerations can also be addressed within the systems 

approach. 

The final result of the application of this method is a p1ogramme for the 

integrated development of an industrial system during a given time period. A 

programme comprises a package of interrelated technical assistance and 

investment projects and specific policy recommendations. The programme 

addresses simultaneously all of the components of a system in which 

bottlenecks and constraints that hinder the development of the system have 

been identified, so that the technical assistance and investment projects in 

the programme have a greater potential for producing a positive impact on the 

development of the system. The system approach is thus the basis for the 

programme approach to promoting industrial development. In addition, this 

approach can also be a useful tool for developing integrated human resource 

development programmes needed to support and sustain the structural and 

technological change~ required in the developmen~ of the system. 

The technical assistance projects in such packages may be financed within 

the IPF, jointly with other institutions or bilateral donors, by 

S?ecial-purpose c~ntributions to IDF or through other sources. the method can 

also be used to programme the use of special pledges or tied contr1butions in 

order to achieve the maximum impact in using resources. 
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Figure 1. Production and consumption system: base diap,ram 
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Such programmes can be useful to developing countries, to development 

assistance organizations ana to donor countries. They can provide developing 

countries with a sound basis for promoting and following up the integrated 

development of their industrial sectors. They can also facilitate industrial 

co-operation between developing and developed countries by permitting a better 

identification of investment and joint venture possibilities. Programmes can 

also facilitate the efforts of development assistance organizations to design, 

appraise, approve, implement and evaluate technical assistance projects and 

programmes in an integrated manner, rather than only providing isolated 

unrelated technical assistance projects. Moreover, the assessment of the 

status of an industrial system made following the system approach can provide 

the necessary baseline data against which the impa~t of programmes and 

projects can be evaluated. 

The Method* 

The system approach can be applied to the analysis of industrial systems 

at three different levels: for a large number of countries (to produce a 

typology), for a group of countries (to produce indicative programmes), and 

for a single country. These can be considered as successive or independent 

stages in a programming exercise. The three levels can be described briefly 

as follows: 

(1) Developing a typology of developing countries to identify groups of 

countries with homogeneous development patterns in the selected sector. 

This is done through a combination of statistical analysis of sectoral 

data and the use of the knowledge and insights of experts on the sector, 

including UNIDO's sectoral experts. The picture thus obtained of each 

group of countries already provides a preliminary basis for the 

activities undertaken by AREA officers in project identification. 

*MEPS is a tool for the application of the system approach. This method was 
originally developed by the Junta del Acuerd~ de Cartagena (JUNAC) and further 
expanded in cooperation with UNIDO. MEPS is 3n acronym for the original 
Spanish name of the method, Metodologia de Evaluaci6n, Programaci6n y Gesti6n 
de Sistemas de Produccion y Consumo, or translated into English, methodology 
for the assessment, programming and management of production and consumption 
systems. 
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(2) Drawing up indicative industrial development programmes for groups of 

countries. Such progra.ames can serve as guidelines for AREA and DIO 

officers in UNDP-related country programming or as a tool for evaluating 

the v!ability of government requests ?r other project proposals &nd for 

inproving them with respect to the!r inpact on the industrial system. 

Within the indicative prograanes it will usually be possible to formulate 

project proposals or paclta&es of proposals as well as project concepts 

and ideas, but the quantitative simulation of the effects of proposed 

projects will be limited. 

(3) Designing country sectoral programmes, either as a follow-up to a 

typology and/or an indicative programme, or independently of these. 

Country sectoral programmes can be prepared at two different levels: 

integrated sectoral prograaaes or quantitative and integrated sectoral 

progranmes. The fcrmer is a package of technical assistance projects and 

investment and policy requirements, while the latter is a package of 

technical assistance and investment projects that have been 

quantitatively assessed as well as specific policy recoamendations for 

the development of the system. The latter involves the use of a computer 

model to simulate the impact of alternative programme options on all of 

the key components of the industrial system which comprises the sector. 

The use of the programme approach thus offers three related ways of 

accelerating programming work and rendering it more efficient than a 

project-by-project approach. Furthermore, each progralllll!ing application will 

help to facilitate subsequent applications, thus making them less expensive. 

The three levels at which the programme approach can be applied are described 

in greater detail below, together with examples of their application. 

Sectoral Typologies of Countries 

When applied to a large number of countries, the system approach permits 

the identification of similarities and differences in tne patterns of 

development ~f a specific industrial sector, so that countries can be grouped 

into a typology according to patterns of sectoral development. This method of 

grouping countries represents ~ great improvement over the usual methods of 

grouping countries according to geographical, political or other criteria for 

industrial progranuning purposes, as it considers only those factors related 

• 

• 
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directly to the development of a particular industry, i.e. the production and 

consumption components, the institutional infrastructure and policy framework. 

The method for producing a typology is carried out in four steps: 

(a) A global analysis is made of a given industrial sector covering its 

structure, trends and alternative development scenarios. This analysis 

permits the disaggregation of the sector into its component subsystems and 

linkages to the rest of the economy, taking into consideration economic, 

technical, social and policy factors affecting production and consumption. 

(b) Characteristics are selected that describe the components and variables 

~ are chosen to show the present and potential status of each component. Data 

is collected on these variables in order to carry out statistical analysis 

using different clustering techniques. 

(c) Based on the clusters identified, countries are grouped according to 

similarities of development of the sector. Each country group can be seen to 

have a distinct pattern of development. For each development pattern 

identified, a country case study may be undertaken. These studies provide 

in-depth and country-specific details, illustrate more closely the developraent 

patterns and contribute to the assessment of positive factors and constraints 

for each group. 

(d) Comprehensive pattern-specific development strategies covering the areas 

of investment, technical assistance, policies and regional and international 

co-operation are proposed, together with corresponding suggestions for action. 

UNIDO has produced a typology of countries for the fisheries industrial 

system (FIS) of 64 countries following this method.* The main results of the 

study consist of an assessment of the fisheries systems of 64 developing 

countries, leading to the identification of 10 distinct patterns of 

development prevailing in the fisheries systems of those countries and the 

classification of each country into one of the groups. Figure 2 illustrates 

the 10 patterns of development that were identified and Table 1 contains a 

summary description of those development patterns.** 

*The re9ults of this work are described in a report Pntitled: "Industrial 
Development Strategies for Fishery Systems in Developing Countries", Sectoral 
Studies Series No.32, PPD.30, ? April 198i, UNIDO, Vienna. 

** Each group's component score in this figure is the arithmetic mean of the 
countries within it. Each component was scaled so that across the 64-country 
sample each has a variance of one and a mean of zero. Deviations from the 
mean greater than +l or less than -1 are more than one standard deviation away 
from the average of the 64 countries, that is, they are exceptional. 
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Patterns of FIS development of country groups 
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1 Sunmary of development patterns identified 

Ccuntry name 

Ghana 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Nigeria 
Sudan 
Uganda 
Untd. Rp. 
Untd. Rp. 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Bangladesh 
Turkey 

Angola 
Mo~ _co 
Mozambique 
Burma 
China 

Cameroon 
Tanzania 

Dm. Kampuchea 
Viet Nam 
Yemen, Dem. Rp. 
Mexico 

Gabon 
Sierra Lecne 
Iran 
Iraq 
Saudi Arabia 
Brazil 
Colombia 
Venezuela 

Algeria 
Egypt 
Tur.isia 
India 
Indonesia 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 

• 

Continent 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Afr ice;, 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Latin America 

Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Lat in America 
Lat in America 
Lat in Americil 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 

Description 

The least favoured countries. 
Generally poor or under-developed 
countries needing fish protein but 
lacking in skills, inputs or infra
structure to maximize resource use. 

Largely state controlled fisheries 
The government is involved in these 
countries' fisheries to a large 
degree. All of them have good 
potential for growth, both w~rine 
and freshwater. 

Low priority fisheries. Fisheries 
are not a high priority in these 
countries due to reso~rce 
limitations national wealrn or 
other factors. 

Labour-intensive fisheries.- These 
countries are linked by having 
large artisanal fishery sectors 
and big domestic markets. Most of 
them have well organized fisheries 
departments and all but two have 
flourishing inland or freshwater 
fisheries . 



Table 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1. (continued) 

Country Naoe 

Congo 
Oman 
Untd.~rab Emirates 
Guyana 
Fiji 
Kiribati 

~amibia 

Argentina 
Chile 
Ecuador 
Panama (Ex. CZ) 
Peru 
Uruguay 

Cote d'Ivoire 
Area of Hong Kong 
Korea, Republic 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thai land 

Mzuritania 
Somai !.a 

Senegal 
Maldives 
Solomon Islands 

Korea, Dem. P. Rp. 
Cuba 

• 
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Continent 

Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Latin America 
Oceania 
·'lceania 

Africa 
Latin 
~tin 

Latin 
Latin 
Latin 
Latin 

Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 

Africa 
Africa 

America 
America 
America 
America 
America 
America 

Africa 
Asia 
Oceania 

Asia 
Latin America 

Description 

Small states with growth potential. 
These small population countries 
all have relatively good fishery 
potential, particularly for export. 
Their governments have made 
fisheries a high priority sector. 

Large but fluctuating resources 
and limited local demand for fish. 
These countries have large fish 
meal industries or export oriented 
processing plants. Although their 
marine resources are substantial. 
they suffer from big natural 
fluctuations. 

Laissez-faire fisheries. 
Coanercial and private interests 
predominate in this group of 
countries which also have good 
domestic markets and labour 
intensive fisheries. They all 
have high per capita conswnption 
of fish. 

Lack of industrialization. Good 
fish~ry potential but wi~h serious 
lack of skills and inputs and very 
1 imi ted local market.~ 

Likely exporters. Similar to group 
: above these 3 stat£s are well 
poised to develop the export 
potential of their f isheri~s. 
They all have good traditional 
fishery skills. 

Long distance, state controlled. 
Strong government control but with 
somewhat better developed fisheries 
particularly in deep sea operations 
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On the basis of the patterns identified, comprehensive develcpment 

strategies were designed for the 10 country groups. Table 2 illustrates this, 

shoving the strategies applicable to countri~s in one of the 10 groups. 

The analysis of tte proposed development strategies and the difficulties 

hindering their successful implementation led to the identification of the 

pattern-specific actions required for the development of the FIS for each 

group of countries. Table 3 sU111Darizes the actions reco11111ended for the 10 

groups. As can be seen from the table, these actions can provide the initial 

basis for further analysis leading to the design of development programmes for 

each group that are integrated, comprehensive and pattern-specific. 

As the FIS study illustrates, such typologies permit the creation and 

presentation of development strategies which are internally consistent and are 

tailored t~ suit ~ach of the current types of development patterns observed at 

one point in time. 

The results of a typology are intended to benefit several tyPes of users: 

(a) Government planning offices and ministries in developing countries can 

directly use the outputs of the study as inputs for further analysis and 

programming of the sector ar.d for setting priorities for actions in an 

integrated m3nner. 

(b) The typology provides the possibility for countries to share and benefit 

from other countries' development experiences, and may thus provide a basis 

for promoting co-operation among developing countries. 

(c) It will also be of use to international technical assistance and 

aid-giving financial organizations in designing programmes for individual 

countries. 

Based on the res11lts of the FIS study, the programme approach was also 

applied on an experimental pilot basis to the development of policies and 

measures to integrate women into all components of the fisheries industrial 

system in three countries (Senegal, Indonesia, Mexico).* 

Indicative Progranvnes 

The system approach can be applied to the further analysis and 

programming of the development of a given industrial system in a group of 

countries that have been ide~tified as having specific patterns of 

*The results of this work are described in a report entitled "The Integration 
of Women in the Fisheries Industrial System", PPD.34, 15 May 1987, UNIDO, 
Vienna. 
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development of that industry. The output of this analysis is a detailed 

description of the industrial system, including the bottlenecks and 

constraints identified, as well as an indicative programme, which compris~s 

strategies and specific actions for technical assistanc~, investments and 

government policies to promote the development of th~ system. 

Indicative programmes for groups of countries are prepared in four steps: 

(a) The selection, based on the results of the typology: of the geographic 

area where the industrial system is to be further studied because it has 

potential for development, owing to the existence of natural resources, high 

demand, possibilities for economic cooperation etc. Although countries in one 

geographical area will often have different sectoral development patter.is, it 

is likely that some similarities will exist in terms of resources, costs of 

factors of productioa, consumption habits, etc., which can facilitate data 

collection and analysis, thus making the programming work more cost effective. 

(b) The identification of the sectoral development pattern~ that prevail in 

the countries of the area selected. 

(c) The selection of countries that are representative of each development 

pattern and conducting case studie3 of these countries. This involves desk 

work and a brief visit to the cot1··;.t ,.ies before preparing indicative 

development progranunes based on the analysis made. 

(d) The preparation of pr0g~ammes :or other countries in the group through 

desk work complemented by e~trapolations based on the information obtained in 

the prt:vious steps (typology and case study). 

UNIDO is presently conducting an indicative programming exercise on the 

fisheries industrial .systems (FIS) of 8 West African countries belonging to 

four different patterns of development. Before carrying out the case studies 

on four countries (one from each group), operational kits were prepared to 

facilitate the use of the system approach, to standardize the kinds of 

information to be collected during the desk studies and field work and to 

ensure that data was included on all t1· components of the system.* 

~The kits for two countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone) included charts for data 
collection on the participation rates of women throughout the various 
components of the systems with a view to ensuring their consideration in 
ensuing project concepts and 1•oli cy rt:commer.da t ions. 
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The outputs of the indicative programming exercise wlll consist of 

programmes for the development of the fisheries industrial system in eight 

West African countries on two different levels. For the four case study 

coillltries, Senegal, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana and Sierra Leoue, t~e main outputs of 

each case study were a preliminary version of a fisheries system developm~nt 

pro~ramme con~istlng of technical assistance project concepts and ideas, 

investment proposals and policy recommendations. The background and 

justification for the preliminary development programmes is to be provided by 

the following information obtained or refined during the case study: 

govern.~ent objectives with respect to fisheries, including nutritional goa!s 

distributional aspects, etc.; an assessment of the present status of fisheries 

in quantitative terms; an analysis of the requirements for the further 

development of the system, incl .ding an identification of bottlenecks and 

constralnts, as well as rehabilitation, training, investment and assistance 

r.eeds; an examination of existing pipeline fishery-related projects; and an 

analysis of prevailing policies 3nJ their effect on the system. 

For the other countries being studiPd (Mali, Togo, Gambia and Mauritania) 

indicative programmes are beiug developed on the basis of the original 

typology together with information collected through desk studies and in the 

case studies. The outputs of this pro :un..~ing exercise for each country 

studied will consist of: refined description of the patte_n of development, 

(with greater precision than in the typology), refined development strategies, 

and a more precise definition of required actions to overcome bottlenecks, 

inclu1ing: project ideas, investment ideas, and plausible policies. 

A further output of the indicative programming work will be a UNIDO 

position paper on the fisheries industrial system in the West African 

countrie~. This paper will describe the potential ~ole of UNIDO, in 

co-o~eration with other international agencies and financi&l institutions, in 

the development of the fisheries industrial systems in these countries. It 

will i~dicate priorities, both in terms of gro~ps of countries and of 

activities, for UNIDO's involvemPnt in the sector, following the integrated 

approar.h to development. 

• 
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Indicative development programmes for groups of countries provide the 

following: 

(a) Guidelines for UNIDO for country programoing of a given industrial system; 

(b) Guidelines for developing countries for their own sector planning and for 
requesting more integrated and well coordin&ted technical assistance; 

(c) Guidelines for UNIDO for an ~ssessment of ~he requests for technical 
assistance placed bJ developing countries; 

{d) Guidelines for UNIDO for the design of "modular technical assistance 
programmes" (integrated packages of projects for a group o~ countries); 

(e) The basis for developing a full UNIDO position paper on a gi~en 
industrial system for a group of countries; 

(f) A tool for UNIDO to identify which other countries would be suitable for 
carrying out projects/programmes similar to those already implemented in 
countries belonging to the same development pattern; 

(g) A guide to promote economic and technical co-operation among developing 
countries (ECDC/TCDC) activities in a given industrial system; 

(h) A tool to promote the interest of donors and deYeloping c!>untries in the 
design of country-specific prog;:ammes. 

Country Sectoral Programmes 

The analysis and programming of an industrial sector in one country 

represents the third type of application of the system approach to sectoral 

programming. The work can be undertaken at two different levels of detail and 

effort depending on governments' requests. The first level would produce an 

integrated sectoral programme, and the second level wo~ld result in a 

quantitat.lve and integrated programme fo1· the development of the sector. The 

latter represents a full application of the method and would require 4 - 6 

months of work, while the former would require a maximum period of work of 

about 2.5 months. 

(i) Integrated Sectoral Programme 

In this case, the programme approach would be applied within a 

preparatory a":",sistance project* that would have a maxirn11m of duration of 2. 5 

months. The main output of the project would be package of related technir~l 

assistance projects that can include direct support, institution-build!ng, 

*APP has prepared a sample project document for this purpose, as wnll as 
detailed terms of reference for the field work to be carried out. 
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training, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies etc., as well as 

opportunities fer investment projects and recommendations concerning necessary 

policies, or areas in which policies need to be elaborated. The difference to 

most preparatory assistance projects will be that instead of resulting in just 

one project, the output will be an integrated development programme aimed at 

simultaneously o~~rcoming all the major bottlenecks and constraints hindering 

the development of an indu~trial system. 

The preparatory assistance project following the programme approach will 

provide the basis for well-prepared project documents that answer all the most 

i~portant questions about the system. It should also provide baseline data 

for the future evaluation of the impact of technical assistance on the 

development of the system. The work would involve both desk study and one 

visit to the country and could also involve the use of the MEPS model at an 

intermediate level of disaggregation to carry out some computer simulation of 

programme options. 

(ii) Quantitative and Integrated Sectoral Programme 

The main output is a quantitative programme for the integrated 

development of an industrial system, similar to the type described above, but 

with a greater level of precision, and containing not only all the required 

technical aRsistance projects but also the investments that would be needed 

(including estimates of their cost), and specific recommendations for 

appropriate policies. This is possible because of the level of disaggregation 

of the industrial system carried out, which permits the full use of the MEPS 

quanti~ative model on a micro-computer.* 

*This is an engineering and accounting model, comprising a large number of 
equations in which paramPters related to production, inputs, investments, 
labour force, imports, etc. are estimated for each component and for the 
system as a whole, based on data collected in the country, taken from expert 
opinions and extracted from statistical sources and input into the model. 
This model is different from econom~tric projection models based on the 
analysis of historical time series as well as frcm Oyit~mization ~odels which 
im~ly the a~gregation of resu1ts in a singl~ objective function. It is ~ot a 
predictive model but an instrument to facilitate the comparison of hypotheses 
and alternate policies by successive apprcximations. 

• 
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The full application of the MEPS method permits a large number of 

quantitative simulations of changes introduced in any one or mere components 

of the system (for example, technical changes, price changes, changes in 

supply and de::iand, expanded and diversified production, different policy 

decisions etc.) and shews the effects of these changes on the various 

components and on the system as a whole, thus making it possible to select the 

most appropriate activities for a development programme. Furthermore, the 

MEPS application means that the potential impact of all technical assistance 

and investment projects under consideration by the Government (both those 

emanating from the programming exercise and those already in the pipeline) can 

be measured and the risks and constraints that would endanger their success 

can be identified and proposals made for overcoming them. 

A final feature of a project to prepare a quantitative and integrated 

sectoral progranune will be the transfer of the MEPS method to the country, 

i~cluding the provision of the computer software and tae training of local 

counterparts in its use. This will provide a tool for monitoring the progress 

of the implementation of the programme (which will generally cover a five- to 

ten-year period) and for conducting negotiaticns, both among the domestic 

actors and with potential foreign dcnors or commercial business partners. 

filivantages of the MEPS Methodol..Qgy: 

The advantages of this methodology over conventional methods for 

technical and economic assessrr.ent and prognunming the development of 

industr~al sectors are the follow~ng: 
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(a) Development programmes are gererally formulated with a macro-economic 

approach with reference to national economic policies but with a 

micro-economic approach when specific projects are foI'!Dulated and evaluated. 

The links between the macro and the micro acpects are ofteL not sufficiently 

taken into consideration. This Eethodology combines the micro and macro 

analysis and makes it possible to evaluate a given development programme at 

both levels and to determine the necessary policy measures. 

(b) The use of this methodology permits the i11111ediate quantitative 

comparison between different technical or economic options, thereby 

facilitating decision making. 

(c) The methodology links directly the production components of an 

industrial system with the demand and makes it possible to evaluate the 

effects of the interaction between production and demand. 

(d) The methodology incorporates the sectoral interdependence of a given 

system, thus facilitating the analysis of integrated development. It allows 

quantitative evaluation of different options for both vertical and horizontal 

integration. 

A Full Application of the MEPS Methodology 

• 

An example of the results of a full application of the programme approach ~ 
using the MEPS methodology to an industrial system by UNIDO is a study of the 

fisheries industrial system (FIS) in a West African country carried out by 

UNIDO in cooperation with the World Bank and FAO. Since it was a full 

application of the method, it included all the stages described in Figure 3, 

including the definitio~ of objectives, the assessment of the present status 

of the system, the identification of the main constraints hindering its 

development, the design of development strategies and programming. In 1987, 

when this work was started, the Government was already considering a group of 

investment and technical assistance projects with a totaJ estimated cost of 

nearby US$JOO million. Therefore, an important part of the analysis included 

the quantitative assessment of the potential impact of these vrvjects on the 

system in relation to the government objectives for the development of the 

system. 
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Figure 3. Application of MEPS to an industrial system 
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Some of the results obtained during the assess~~nt stages of the FIS 

study are shown in the base diagram (Figure 4). This diagram provides an 

overview of the system in 1987. It shows a very high level of exploitation by 

the foreign fleet that leads to overexploitation of the resource, a very minor 

contribution of the domestic industrial fleet, an active artisanal fleet in 

marine waters and a small fresh water fleet. The almost complete lack of 

infrastructure for landing catches and the unavailability of storage 

facilities and distribution channels from landing to processing sites is also 

pictured. Their absence not only hinders full capacity utilization but also 

produces handling losses. Fish processing is primarily done by smoking and 

accounts for 80-85 per cent of fresh fish caught. This is done in cottage 

industries, no industrial plants are operational for either curing by smoking 

or freezing. The distribution and marketing sector is underdeveloped, also 

lacking the infrastructure for storage, transport and communication. 

With regard to consumption, the per capita level is low with respect to 

--~ighbouring countries (approximately one-third of that of one immediate 

neighbour) and is concentrated mainly in the capital due to the location of 

landings and poor distribution network. All capital goods for the system have 

to be imported, with the exception of canoes and smoking ovens. The main 

characteristic3 and constraints of the system are briefly presented in Table 4. 

The simulation of the potential impact of the approximately 

US$80 million worth of projects* that were approved in 1987 by the government 

showed that considerable improvements in the FIS would be achieved and that 

they would succeed to some extent in achieving the goals set by the 

government. However, not all the government objectives could be achieved by 

the planned projects, particularly increasing the availability of fish to 15kg 

per capita in 1995 and overcoming the imbalance between regional population 

distribution and fish availability. 

*These projects address constraints related to resource management, the 
national industrial and artis~nal fleets, landing facilities and training. 

• 
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Table 4. Characteristics and Constraints of the Fisheries 

Industry System of One West African Country 

Characteristics Constraints 

Only a small portion (19%) of the fish Absence of an industrial fleet. 

caught in the country's exclusive 

economic Zone (EEZ) stays in the 

country. Most is caught by 

foreign fleets and sold abroad. 

The artisanal fleet reaches 36% of 

the catch potential in the artisanal 

zone (within 5 miles of the shore). 

The fresh water fishing reac:1es 

about 20% of its poetential. 

The only processing done is smoking 

in cottage industries. 

All fishing equipment and spare 

parts must be imported. 

The Government is not receiving the 

full economic return for licences 

issued to the foreign fleet. 

Trigger fi3h (a species that, when 

processed, is eaten in neighbouring 

countri~s) is underexploited. 

Insufficient capacity of the semi

industrial fleet. 

Ro su;port facilities such as cold 

stores and ice plants. 

An almost total absence of support 

services for the artisanal fleet, 

such as landing sites, equipment, 

repair centres. 

Insufficient boats, lack of equipment, 

repair services, spare part supply, 

etc. 

No industrial processing facilities 

exist in the country. 

No manufacturing capabilities exist 

locally for this type of equipment. 

No mechanism of enforcement of 

payment of licence fees exists. 

There is at present no market for this 

type of fish in the country. 

Consumption is concentrated mainly Lack of adequate infrastructure for 

in the capital and the coastal region. transport and communications. 

• 

• 

• 
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In order to reach the goal of 15 kg per capita of fish available by 1995 

and to attain a higher level of seafood self sufficiency, local fish 

extraction should increase by approximately 30,000 tons per year by 1995. 

Quantitative simulations of two possible strategies for the attainment of this 

goal {either doubling the landings by the national industrial fleet or 

expansion of the artisanal fleet) were carried out. The simulation permitted 

a precise comparison of the results of each one, ~howing their advantages and 

drawbacks. The first alternative would lead to ft.rther overexploitation of 

some resources and require substantial amotlllts of foreign exchange for 

imported inputs; for the second alternative, this would be much lower. 

Further advantages of the second alternative would include increased 

employment in the system and expanding the availability of fish outside the 

capital. 

Even after the implementation of one of the two strategies proposed to 

increase domestic availability of fish and achieve seafood self-sufficiency, 

some problem areas would still re~ain. Therefore, a successful development of 

the FIS will require additional support measures in the form of technical 

assistance projects and appropriate government policies. 

A package of eight technical assistance projects. with a total value of 

US$1.l million, was prepared on the basis of computer simulations made using 

the model. This package constitutes an integrated technical assistance 

programme that would provide the necessary support to ensure the success of 

the approximately US$80 million development programme of investment and 

technical assistance already planned and the achievement of all the 

government's objectives relating to the FIS following one of the proposed 

strategies. The complete programme includes specific policy recommendation3 

affecting each component of the system that ~ould be necessary for the 

programme to succeed. These policies include the establishment of a fisheries 

~anagement system, establishment of fixed licence fees, the opening of credit 

lines for private e"terprises and co-operatives, the conclusion of 

co-operative management or joint venture agreements and the possible , 

establishment of temporary subsidies to promote the utilization of under-used 

resources. 
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Annex I 

THE USEFULNESS OF BASE DIAGRAMS IN PROJECT DESIGN • 

The usefulness of base diagrams in project design is illustrated in this 

Annex by specific cases in which the system approach has been applied to UNIDO 

projects during the design stage. The base diagrams that were prepared appear 

on the following pages. 
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Case 1. Integrated Industrial System for the Production of Biologicals 

The original project proposal provided a list of components to be 

analysed in different countries. Although the analysis of the system was 

implicit, the linkages and interdependence among the components of the system 

were not explicitly stated. 

A base diagram was prepared in cooperation with the backstopping officer, 

that made the terms of reference for the experts clearer and more precise, 

thus ensuring stan~~rdized outouts for ~ ~~ country being studied, which could 

be incorporated into a regio1al progra11UI1e for the production of biologicals. 

• 
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~ase 2. Pilot milk-processing plant 

The proposed project foresaw the installation of a pilot milk-processing 

plant to carry out experimental processing, project development and training 

of national personnel. AS the project was originally presented, it was 

difficult to understand the links between the pilot plant and the rest of the 

sector. A base diagram was prepared by the backstopping officer that made 

these linkages clear. 

• 
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The construction and building materials system 

r~e government requested a programme for the development of the building 

materials sector and provided some information on levels of capacity 

utilization in the sector and on existing production equipment. The projects 

proposed were to provide assistance to the quarries and a pilot plant for the 

use of pumice and volcanic stone. 

After preparing a base diagram at UNIDO on the basis of the information 

provided by the government, it appeared that a more integrated technical 

assistance progranune would probably be preferable to those projects originally 

proposed. Therefore, a preparatory assistance ~ission was proposed to analyse 

the system and provide Lhe basis for designing an integrated development 

programme that would include the rehabilitation of scme existing plants. 

• 

• 
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Oils and Fats System 

The first base diagram is taken from a full application of KEPS; 

however, it could have been produced with data collected during a 

preparatory assistance mission. It is useful for the analysis of 

the system because it shows the degree of vertical and horizontal 

integration as well as the level of enterprise concentration. It 

also facilitates finding th~ most appropriate location for technical 

assistance projects in the institutional framework. 

The second base diagram shown for this system indicates the economic 

profitability and capacity utilization for each component . It 

illustrates that in certain components, probably due to the high 

level of enterp~ise concentration iL the industry, the profitability 

is very high despite very low capacity utilization. 

• 

• 
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Case 5. Animal Feed Industrial System 

The aninal feed system of a province is to be studied within the context 

of an agroindu3trial development plan. 

It has been proposed to make detailed techno-economic reviews of the 

animal feed industry, the fish processing industry, the maize processing 

industry, the vegetable oil industry and the cassava processing industry in 

order to produce a comprehensive report with specific recommendations for 

development actions supported by sufficient economic data. The report would 

provide the basis for the formulation of large-scale UNIDO technical 

assistance projects. 

The analysis of the information provided as background for the project 

allowed us to draw the attached base diagram. This diagram pictures the 

system to be analyzed and provides some preliminary data. With appropriate 

terms of reference and a joint briefing at UNIDO, the six consultants to be 

hired could make a first assessment of the system in a coordinated and 

systematic manner and prepare an indicative programme for the integrated 

development ~f the system. 

The indicative programme woul~ provide, in addition to the techno 

economic analysis, a packdge of technical assistance and investment project 

concepts together with p?licy advice, thus facilitating decisions relating to 

further activities by UNIDO, the government, and potential donors. 
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1. Introdu~~ion 

l!l_t~r_ni!LI_ra in i n&._!>_n__a_r_r.Q&r!lmm~_ ~pproac!L 
!_Q_f>_g>jec_LJde_nt i (i_<;~t i()_Il and X<Jrn1Ul_~_~j91J 

UNIDO has developed a comprehensive method to analyze and assess 
industrial development problems at specific sectoral or subsectoral levels 
through the application of a systems approach. 

Using this method, it is possible to design integrated technical 
assistance programmes that include investment promotion activities and policy 
recommendations to the goverrunents concerned. The advantages of such an 
approach would be: 

(a} increased impact of UNIDO's activities on the industrialization of 
developing countries, 

(b} enhanced mobilization of financial resources from donor countries, 
UNDP in the next programming cycle, and from other sour~~s. 

(c) Integrated sectoral programmes would respond more fully to the needs 
of many developing countries and could also take account of the 
geographical and sectoral priorities that donor countries might have. 

(d) The preparation of integrated sectoral programmes would increase 
UNIDO's capacity for development, approval and execution of projects. 

Following discussions of an initial proposal for 3 prograrrune approach at 
a meet_ing of the Executive Ma!lagement Committee (F.MC) in December 1987, th•: 
Dir2ctor--General decided that UNIDO sh•)Uld progressively adopt a prograrrun" 
approach to project identification and formulation, in addition to continuing 

• 

to respor.d to individual technical assistance requests from jeveloping • 
countries.11 

Special meetings with donor countries were organized through the PkG 
Secretariat early in 1988 in order to brief them on the sectoral programming 
approach; UNDP has been informed of this approach, which UNIDO would use in 
relation to the forthcoming programmlng cycle; a programme approach has been 
reflected in the Medium-Term Plan 1990-95. In addition, an in-house w11rking 
group has been applying this approach to the fisheries industrial systet1 in 
Guinea and a group of other West African countries. This work will be 
completed shortly; it comprises programmes of technical assistance and 
industrial investment projects designed to develop the fisheries industrial 
system in those countries.ZI 

I/ It i:; important to note that tlw propo:wcl approarh wo1J!1l not 1•xrl11rl1· 
!Jrll!Hl':; r1•:;pon:;,. to inrlivid11.1l r•''111•':;t:; from 1l1•vt>lopin1'. co11ntri1·:;. 
!1:1!!t1·r, ir ·.w11ld h•· of a rompl1•m1·nr.1ry 11:1t11r1·. 

:ii :;,.,. t hi· ll•·111>rt of t Ii•· Cori· r:r<111p on ;-i prfl1',r:irnrn1• :1ppro:1d1 ! o proj1·1·r 

jif,·ri! i I i•"lf j .. 11 :111d l1>rm1ll.lf ion. 
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The Director-General also decided that UNIDO staff should be familiarized 
with the systems approach to programme and project design, ~~that it can be 
increasingly employed in a concerted and coordinated effort by staff from 
different technical units. To make this possible, an extensive tra1n1ng 
effort involving PPD, IO and IPCT staff should be undertaken in 1988 and 
1989.J/ 

Following the advice of the Deputy Director-General, DPPD, a series of 
workshops on the subject of sectoral programme approach for PPD, IO and IPCT 
staff was organized by PRA/APP. 

2 . Objectives of the workshops 

To familiarize UNIDO staff with the use of a systems approach for the 
design of integrated sectoral programmes. 

To introduce interdivisional groups to the various applications of the 
approach through specific cases. 

To ascertain the specific needs of UNIDO staff where the systems 
approach could be useful and to elaborate recommendations on how the 
approach could be applied in UNIDO's work. 

3. Organization of the workshops 

Number of Workshoos 

The first series of four workshops were carried out in September and 
October. The following industrial systems were considered: 

a) Leather and leather products 
b) Agrofood industries and related subsectors 
c) Building materials/construction 
d) Pharmaceuticals and biologicals 

The Work Plan followed is included in Annex I. 

1/ M•·rnr1r.111rl:1 of r lw Pi r1·cf rir r;. :.··r .1 l r ,, !1!1<:, lll'l'll, d:it 1·d .J;m11:1ry ;i;..; ;ir1d 

M:1 rc!1 , I, I '1?.:-:. 
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4. Participation 

Each workshop focussed on or..:> industrial system. Stat f wert> ~herefore 

selected on the basis of their functions (Area programme officer!>) and 
industrial area of expertise (technical officers). 

The first session of the workshops aimed at allowing the part1c1pants to 
express the practical daily problems confronted by them in proj,.ct 
identification and formulation. The presentation of the system~ approach was 
then made to a great extent in response to the problems raised by the 
part1c1pants. In this first session, staff from AREA were the raost vocal to 
suggest ways to strengthen liNIDO capacity to propose technical assistance 
programmes or to provide a better response to individual requests. ~ 

The second session concentrated on the industrial syste'Tl selected, s0 
that DIO staff, in particular, worked with APP to identify and describe tile 
industrial system's components and to elahJrate the corresponding base 
diagrams. For AREA officers, it became apparent that with information 
organized in this way they would have a basic knowledge of the industrial 
system which would facilitate their identification of areas of technical 
assistance and provide a basis for any kind of programming mission. 

The third session was dedicated to exam1n1ng some actual requests from 
developing countries recently received by AREA in order to assess '-'ht:ther a 
programme approach could be applied. The following list gives examples of 
some potential applications of the prograuune approach identified by the 
participants: 

Wood and wood products industry in Bolivia 
Industrial rehabilitation in Afghanistan 
Industrial r~habilitation in Iraq 
Programming priority sectors (electronics) in Indonesid in 
preparation for the Fourth Country Programme ( l<J9'.~-1996). 
Reconstruction of the building materials sector in Sudan 
Industrial typology of the building materials system in Asian 
countries (making use of and expanding the existing network of lJ 
countries) 
A global typology of women's participation in inciustry 
Programming the subregional development of the cement industrv in 
PTA countries 
Preparing UNIDO consultations on industrial subsectors 
the animal feed industrial system in en~ state of I~dia 
Pror,ramming of IDDA/IJNPAAERD activities for 1990-91 
('h,irmaceutical industry in the Philippine:>. 

Tiii' way:; ;t1Jd mPan:;, inC'.lurlinP, orp,aniz:ition.11 rh,1n1:1•:;, r•·q11ir1·<! to 
impll'm•·nr rlw prrw,r.immf' appr•iar.h wen· rlwn di:;C"11:;:;1·d f•Zt.•·n:;iv•·ly. 

• 
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5. Conclusion!; 

It was concluded that the programme approach should be applied by Area 
Programmes Division in two major ways: 

(d) In preparing for country programming missions. Sectoral 
analysis and country typologies, and the ensuing indicative sectoral 
programme for groups of countries could provide a sound basis for 
this work. 

{b) In responding to individual country re~uests to develop or 
rehabilitate a given sector of industry, such as those mentioned 
above by the participants. 

Additional points made by AREA officers were: 

(a) The progranune approach was a powerful tool for more effective 
co-ordination between UNIDO, UNDP and Jther agencies, as well as the host 
government regarding the industrial component of its overall technical 
co-operation programme. It would increase UNIDO's capacity to negotiate and 
influence the country programme at the time of its formulation. 

{b) The progranune approach will make it possible to provide potential 
donors with complete packages of technical assistance and investment 
possibilities. 

(c) UNIDO needs better organized and more relevant informati •• u on 
industrial sub-sectors in developing countries. Country studies prepared at 
UNIDO do not always provide information directly applic~ble to programming 

• work. 

(d) AREA an~ DIO officers need support services to provide them with 
required information on countries and sectors in a systematic way; even for 
the information that is available in the house there is not any systematic 
access and finding it often depends on personal relations. They would need 
support in the preparation of integrated sectoral programmes using the 
programme approach. 

(e) Technical assistance projects often take an exclusively technical 
approach that fails to consider economic aspects, particularly consumption and 
demand. 
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(f) UNIDO officers in the field should provide adequate information to 
headquarters to enaLle AREA officers to develop technical assistance projects 
morP. effectively. For example, UNIDO often has difficulty in identifying the 
most appropriate counterpart institution within the country. 

(g) Due to limited resources and working methods, UNIDO has difficulty 
in operating on a competitive basis vis-a-vis other organizations, both 
multilateral and bilateral; it also has &.~ organized information on other 
multi- and bilateral assistance provided to industry in each developing 
country. 

DIO officers made the following points: 

(a) The programme approach at different levels is a useful tool for 
analysing and programming individual industrial systems. However, if applied 
to only one industrial system it does not by itself enable governments to 
determine whether scarce resources should be allocated to that system. 
Therefore, another tool would need to be applied to the identification of 
priority sector~ in developing countries. 

(b) The co-operation within the groups of staff which met in each 
workshop demonstrated that there is a strong will to work in an 
interdivisional team. This will is often hindered by the established 
organizational structures, particularly because at present no mechanism exists 
for splitting PADs between backstopping sections. This will remain an 
obstacle to co-operation between sections in applying the programme approach 
as long as DIO officers and sections are judged primarily by implementation 
figures. 

(c) UNIDO needs coherent, well-defined policies o• specific industrial 
sectors as well as on cross-sectoral issues such as the environment, women in 
industry, etc. 

(d) The results of the application of the programme approach to one or 
more industrial systems can be directly incorporated into an industrial master 
plan being developed for an individual country (this is already being done in 
Guinea for the fisheries industry). 

(e) UNIDO has at present insufficient expertise to provide advice on 
financing and other financial aspects of enterprises that are being assisted. 
This problem should be looked into further and a solution should be sought. 

• 

• 

~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------------.............. . 
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A. The P~Qgramme approac:Ji u(Q.r:_ _iJllprovr<J pr~p~_rat_jon of programming mission~ 

The following stage!O of the programme approach ::=;1ould be applied in a 
systematic w2y to priority subsectors: preparation of country typologies 
according to the characteristics of each subset::tor; formulation of indicative 
sectoral programmes for each group of countries; preparing a UNIDO position 
paper on subsectors' current charact1'ristics and technical co-operation 
required. The results of each of the~e stages would contribute directly to 
the preparation of country progra::-"11in1; missions by AREA and technical officers . 

B. The programme approach for p_rojrct_Jormula~ion in responst to specific 
Government requests to develQQ_QJ"_r_~habU i tate a particular sector of indusqy 

Even if indicative sectoral progr~mmes are not available as a basis for 
pr~paring a re&ponse to Government request, some of the necessary (though 
probably not sufficient) information is available at UNIDO to carry out desk 
work to identify the sector's main characteristics and develop a preliminary 
base diagram reflecting its components and functioning. 

A Preparatory Assistance proj 0 ct can then be undertaken, including a 
field :1ission, to verify the initi 1 desk work and to finalize an integrated 
secto~al pro6ramme and corresponding pr0jcct document for implementation 
ther2after. The saMple project document for Preµaratory Assistance and terms 
of reference for field work should be used (see attached) • 

c. 

11>.e preparation of int.:gratt>d :-;pr.toral programmes requires the 
involvement of both AREA and l.:chnir.al officer~ •i1ho shoulG work .1.n 
interdivisional teams. It was sugge,;ted that AREA should make more use of its 
mandate (Director-General's Bulletin No. 40) to establish such teams to 
develop these programmes in preparation for the country programming exercise. 
Such an initiative from A~EA ~hould be promoted by providing it with 
systematic methodological support. In rrlation to the suggestion above, 
it would be necessary tr1 identi~y thr organizational unit in UNIDO which can 
provide that support to AREA Pror,rammP.;.. 

~ 

In rP.p,arcl to SUP,f,C[;ti()n Fl, Al'!' :··rn ront intJP. to provide case-by--case 
advieP. on r.tw <lP.;.ip,n anrl form11l;i1 ior1 qf ir:t f'1',r:1tP<I ;.er.toral programme:-; whfm 
rPr111r:-:tf'd hv .:i p.1rtir•1J.11 country, 1>11: pr••fPr:1hly from ;hp f'arly ::taP,P.:-; of 
proj•'<~t formul:itinn. Al'!' m.1y rr·1111ir·· j11riirir pr.,f1·:;:;ior:il :;taff to a:-;:;i·;t ill 
rl::t.1 an:ily:;i:;, p:--1·p.1r:i1 ir111 (\: li::" di.q•,r:i;ri:; ,.,,., in tlti:; C()fll!t•rtion. 

Th , · p r oh I ' · 1w: r, · I :i : • · ! t ', i' ,.., ! 1 . , I ! " : . , : i · 111 d 11 • · 1 " t I II' " t i 1'. li ; f o r : 'Id J:; " r lt' • · d 
!11 h1• r,. nlvr·d; 

•• 



Finally, it would be mc3t important to pursue discussions with UNDP, 
Special Purpose Donors ~o IDF, and (•ther sources of finance in order to fully 
familiarize them witt the tNIDO programme .:ipproach to i:he design and 
formulation of integrated sectoral p!"ngranunes. 

• 

• 




